Forest Heath District Council and St
Edmundsbury Borough Council
Joint Submission

Forest Heath District Council and St Edmundsbury Borough Council ward options
submission to the Ministry for Housing, Communities and Local Government
1. Background
1.1
Subject to parliamentary approval, West Suffolk Council will be created as a new
district-level council in April 2019, replacing the district-level councils for Forest Heath and
St Edmundsbury (the councils). If Parliament approves the orders to create the new
council for West Suffolk then a new set of wards will need to be created before the first
elections to the new Council in May 2019.
1.2
In October 2017 the councils proposed that the future number of Councillors for
West Suffolk Council should be 64 (8 fewer than the current arrangements for Forest
Heath and St Edmundsbury councils). The proposal can be viewed here:
St Edmundsbury:
https://democracy.westsuffolk.gov.uk/documents/s22291/COU.SE.17.016%20Single%20
Council%20Consequential%20and%20Transition%20Matters.pdf
Forest Heath:
https://democracy.westsuffolk.gov.uk/documents/s22312/COU.FH.17.029%20Single%20
Council%20Matters%20Report.pdf
1.3
The councils’ joint Future Governance Steering Group (FGSG) developed a number
of draft options for the West Suffolk wards which built on a community survey that the
councils undertook in January and February 2018. The draft ward options were consulted
on during March 2018 and the consultation feedback was used to revise and finalise the
ward options that are included at appendix A of this report. The feedback received during
the consultation is included at appendix B of this report.
1.4
Both councils discussed and agreed to submit all options to the Ministry for
Housing, Communities and Local Government, to be included as part of the electoral
review of the West Suffolk district which will be conducted by the LGBCE. The comments
from both Council meetings where the final options were considered are included at
Appendix B1.
2. Electoral review – process
2.1

Electorate forecast

2.1.1 As part of the electoral review, the councils produced and published a five-year
electorate forecast for the West Suffolk area. Using an electorate forecasting methodology
that was agreed with the LGBCE, the West Suffolk electorate is forecast to be 131,570 at
December 2023. This takes account of projected future growth (based on approved
planning permissions and the local plan), and factors such as the large American
population in West Suffolk due to USAFE airbases.

2.1.2 The Electorate forecast methodology and assumptions document can be viewed at
appendix C. The electorate forecast totals can be viewed at appendix D.
2.1.3 The electorate forecast uses assumptions which have to be made and applied
consistently, for example those relating to projected housing growth in West Suffolk. West
Suffolk is an area that has already experienced, and will continue to experience,
significant housing growth, given its location in the Cambridgeshire sub-regional housing
market, and the relative affordability of property compared to Cambridge city and
surrounding areas. A number of strategic growth sites are already being built out, with
several more to follow, and these are concentrated in several key locations, principally on
the edge of larger settlements, rather than being spread evenly. The councils’ five-year
land supply documents and approved windfall sites of 10 units or more have been used to
forecast the electorate growth and these forecasts have been calculated using the forecast
build-out rate per-year as published in the land supply documents.
2.1.4 The councils’ proposal of 64 district councillors would require a new warding
structure to achieve electoral equality of 2,056 electors to each councillor (+ or - 10%).
This is close to the current average for two-tier district councils in England.
2.1.5 The changes to the number of seats based on a council size of 64 members and
ward size of 2056 (+/- 10%) reflected the following representation for a West Suffolk
Council when divided into the rural area and the largest five towns:
Area
Current seats New seats Effect
Brandon Parish (inc. Santon Downham)
5
3 Less 2
Bury St Edmunds Parish
17
16 Less 1
Haverhill Parish
10
10 Unchanged
Mildenhall Parish (excl. West Row)
4
3 Less 1
Newmarket Parish
8
6 Less 2
Rural parishes
28
26 Less 2
2.1.6 It is important to note that this change in the balance of seats reflects not just the
projected growth until 2023 but the current difference in average electors per councillor
between the two councils. It also reflects the distribution of growth over the last 20 years
since the last electoral reviews.
2.2

Community links survey

2.2.1 The councils undertook a community survey in January and February 2018 to help
with the initial work to shape some options for the new West Suffolk Council ward
boundaries. Local people, groups and councils were asked to share considerations on their
community links so that they could be taken into account when drafting the options for
the ward boundaries. This was done before electorate forecasts and council size were
available. It was therefore very helpful in terms of gaining focused local opinion on the
review criteria of recognising community identity and interests and providing effective and
convenient local government before electoral equality considerations were taken into
account.

2.2.2 In total 58 survey responses were received from parish/ town, district and county
councillors and from local residents and residents’ associations and were taken into
consideration as part of the development of the initial set of ward options that were
published for consultation.
2.3

Developing ward options for consultation

2.3.1 When developing the ward options for consultation the FGSG were requested to
take into consideration the LGBCE three statutory criteria for an electoral review:
2.3.1.1
2.3.1.2
2.3.1.3

Electoral equality for voters
Community identities and interests
Effective and convenient local government

2.3.2 The FGSG also used the feedback from the community survey to ensure that the
options for the council wards reflect, as far as possible, the interests and identities of
communities across West Suffolk.
2.3.3 The FGSG also aimed to create wards with no more than three members and they
developed a ward naming protocol to assist with the naming of the proposed wards. The
protocol provided a clear framework for options for the ward names as the existing ward
naming convention for Forest Heath and St Edmundsbury are slightly different. The
protocol can be viewed at appendix E.
2.3.4 Where appropriate the ward names were amended as a result of the consultation
and the alternative options for ward names have also been included as part of the options
at Appendix A. The councils welcome local preferences on this matter when the LGBCE
consults on their ward option in the summer.
2.3.5 Both councils had completed Community Governance Reviews which have, or are
due to, come into effect between 2017 and April 2019 and these changes were also taken
into account as part of the work to develop options for the West Suffolk wards.
2.4

Public consultation

2.4.1 The councils published draft ward options for a public consultation which ran from 7
March until 28 March. The consultation was open to anyone who wanted to have their say
on the options for the ward boundaries and the ward names for the new West Suffolk
Council. Respondents were able to submit comments in any format they wished. The
ward options, background information (to assist people to construct their own schemes)
and a response form to provide feedback was made available on the councils’ website.
Hard copies of the maps were made available to view at the Council offices in Brandon,
Bury St Edmunds, Haverhill, Mildenhall and Newmarket. Drop in sessions were also
arranged for councillors to look at the maps and to provide their feedback.

2.4.2 In total 87 responses (including those which summarised localised consultations
and contained petitions) were received, a summary of the feedback is below and the
consultation responses can be viewed in full at appendix B.
Category of those responses are: Parish Councils & Councillors - 31
 Borough/District Councillors – 16
 County Cllr – 2
 Community groups - 6
 Residents - 32
Geographically, responses have been distributed as follows: Rural - 53
 Brandon – 1 (also received feedback from 2 councillors at a drop in session)
 Bury St Edmunds - 13
 Haverhill - 10
 Mildenhall – 3
 Newmarket – 2
 General - 5
2.4.3 The feedback received during the consultation was considered against the LGBCE
criteria for electoral equality, community identity and interests and effective and
convenient local government. Changes were made to the ward options where the
feedback showed improvements against the LGBCE criteria and where the change didn’t
adversely affect other wards. Suggested changes which had a significant impact on other
wards have not been made but have been included in the narrative for the ward option so
that the LGBCE can take the feedback into consideration as part of their work to develop a
single option for the West Suffolk wards. It was also stressed in the consultation that it
was only intended to inform the councils’ own initial submission; there would be later
formal consultation on the review by the LGBCE and any individual or organisation was
encouraged to submit their own scheme(s) to both MHCLG and LGBCE if they wished.
2.4.4 The changes made as a result of the consultation are summarised as part of the
options at appendix A and all responses to the consultation can be viewed in full at
appendix B.
2.5

Approval process

2.5.1 The options and consultation responses were considered at a meeting of the FGSG
on 9 April and the FGSG agreed to state their preference for some of the options. Their
preferences are included as part of the options at appendix A.
2.5.2 The options were then put forward for approval at St Edmundsbury Borough
Council on 24 April and at a meeting of Forest Heath District Council on 25 April. Both
meetings agreed that all options would be adopted for submission to the MHCLG, subject
to the reporting of comments on the options that were made at the meeting or that were
submitted to officers by 27 April 2018. All comments received by the deadline have been
summarised as part of the options feedback at appendix A and the comments have been
included in full at appendix B1.
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West Suffolk Council - ward options
This report contains options for the West Suffolk warding pattern. Forest Heath District
Council and St Edmundsbury Borough Council approved the options to be submitted to
the Ministry for Housing, Communities and Local Government so that they could be
included as part of the electoral review to be carried out later by the Local Government
Boundary Commission for England.
The councils have submitted a range of options for the West Suffolk wards as they had
looked to provide the LGBCE with some workable options and to highlight the pros and
cons of each option for the LGBCE to consider.
The options aim to achieve a new warding structure with equality of 2,056 electors to
each councillor (+ or - 10%) and were developed using feedback from a community
survey that the councils undertook in January and February 2018.
The ward options were then consulted on during March 2018 and revised using
consultation feedback before being put forward for consideration by both councils. The
consultation feedback can be viewed at appendix B and the comments from the Council
meetings where the final options were considered can be viewed at appendix B1.
The options in this report should be viewed alongside the maps which can be viewed at
appendix A1.
Option A – rural wards
In this option the Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish (North ward) is included in a Bury St
Edmunds ward – see options E and F1.

1
Withersfield ward (one member)
Forecast electorate: 1950
Parish areas: Barnardiston, Cowlinge, Great and Little Bradley, Great and Little Thurlow,
Withersfield and Great and Little Wratting
Community links: Withersfield Parish Council responded to the councils ‘community links’
engagement exercise to confirm that they had a natural link to the Great and Little
Thurlow parishes.
Feedback on the ward option: Councillor Karen Richardson, ward member for the existing
Kedington Ward commented that the Great and Little Wratting parishes have close links
to the Kedington Parish with the suggestion that Great and Little Wratting and Kedington
should form a ward. Councillor Karen Richardson also commented that Hundon want to
be linked to Barnardiston, as there is no link between Barnardiston and Withersfield.
Other options that could be considered: See options A1 and A2.
2
Hundon & Wickhambrook ward (one member)
Forecast electorate 2247
Parish areas: Hundon, Stradishall & Wickhambrook
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Feedback on the ward option: Councillor Clive Pollington, ward member for the existing
Wickhambrook Ward commented that option A2, which is an alternative option for the
Withersfield Ward, Hundon & Wickhambrook Ward and the Kedington Ward, would better
serve the Wickhambrook Parish. Councillor Karen Richardson also commented that
Hundon want to be linked to Barnardiston, as there is no link between Barnardiston and
Withersfield.
Other options that could be considered: See options A1 and A2.
3
Clare ward (one member)
Forecast electorate: 1992
Parish areas: Clare and Poslingford
Feedback on the ward option: Feedback was received from Poslingford Parish Council
regarding being a small parish in this ward with Clare and the impact this could have on
level of representation.
Other options that could be considered: Clare could be a standalone ward based on the
size of the parish (slightly under the 10% threshold).
4
Cavendish ward (one member)
Forecast electorate: 1989
Parish areas: Cavendish, Brockley, Denston, Hawkedon, Rede, Stansfield & Whepstead
Feedback on the ward option: Support for this option was received from a Hawkedon
Parish Councillor. Depden Parish Council expressed their concern that the option did not
take into account the Church Benefice boundary which would group Rede and Hawkedon
with Chedburgh, Chevington, Depden and Hargrave. Councillor Peter Stevens, ward
member for the existing Cavendish ward commented that he was strongly in favour on
option A for the Cavendish ward as he considered it to be a natural spread of villages that
look north towards Bury St Edmunds.
5
Kedington ward (one member)
Forecast electorate: 2116
Parish areas: Kedington, Stoke by Clare and Wixoe
Feedback on the ward option: Feedback was received from Stoke by Clare Parish Council
and Wixoe Parish Meeting regarding their local connections with Hundon parish and not
with the Kedington parish. In addition, Councillor Karen Richardson, ward member for the
existing Kedington Ward commented that Kedington is a large village with a school,
doctors surgery, community centre, very large active parish council, library, shops and
lots of local groups, scouts, guides, brownies, cubs ,art group, British legion to name a
few. Councillor Karen Richardson suggested that Great and Little Wratting and Kedington
should form a ward. Councillor Mary Evans, ward member for the existing Hundon ward,
commented that the Wixoe Parish Meeting voted to oppose any move to link their parish
with the Kedington parish as they have no connections and feel they will be forgotten in
the larger ward.
Other options that could be considered: See options A1 and A2.
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6
Rougham ward (one member)
Forecast electorate: 1803
Parish areas: Bradfield Combust with Stanningfield, Bradfield St Clare, Bradfield St
George & Rushbrooke with Rougham (South)
Community links: Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish Council have referenced their existing
links with Bradfield St Clare and Bradfield St George as they are rural Parishes, with
similar issues and challenges.
Feedback on the ward option: This ward option would run along the parish ward boundary
of Rushbrooke with Rougham (south ward). The north parish ward, which includes a large
housing allocation and business park that is currently being developed, would be included
in a Bury St Edmunds ward (see option E and F1). Councillor Sara Mildmay-White, ward
member for the existing Rougham ward, commented that the new homes are being built
in countryside, in Rougham, not in the town and that the Rougham Parish Council is best
placed to respect that. Councillor Sarah Broughton, ward member for the existing Great
Barton ward objects to the splitting of Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish Council for the
new warding arrangements and suggested that the Rougham North parish ward remain
with the rest of the Rougham parish.
This option also received detailed responses from Councillor Sara Mildmay-White, the
Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish Council and the Moreton Hall Residents Association.
Their comments are included in full at appendix B and appendix B1.
Other options that could be considered: See option B and the options proposed by
Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish Council, Councillor Sara Mildmay-White and the
Moreton Hall Residents Association at appendix B and appendix B1.
7
Horringer ward (one member)
Forecast electorate: 2080
Parish areas: Great Whelnetham, Little Whelnetham, Hawstead, Horringer, Ickworth &
Nowton
Community links: Great Whelnetham and Little Whelnetham share a parish council along
with Horringer and Ickworth.
Feedback on the ward option: A Hawstead resident commented on the common
community link between the Hawstead parish and the other parishes in the Horringer
ward. Councillor Terry Clements, ward member for the existing Horringer and
Whelnetham ward commented that it makes sense to include both Hawstead and Nowton
in this option as it covers two of the routes into Bury St Edmunds.
8
Chedburgh & Chevington ward (one member)
Forecast electorate: 1994
Parish areas: Chedburgh, Chevington, Dalham, Depden, Hargrave, Lidgate & Ousden
Community links: Lidgate Parish Council responded to the community links survey to
provide information regarding the shared issues and joint work between Ousden, Lidgate
and Dalham Parish Councils.
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Feedback on the ward option: Depden Parish Council expressed their concern that the
option did not take into account the Church Benefice boundary which would group Rede
and Hawkedon with Chedburgh, Chevington, Depden and Hargrave. Councillor Mary
Evans, ward member for the existing Hundon Ward, commented that Lidgate, Dalham
and Ousden look towards Newmarket for their services and therefore would be better
suited with parishes surrounding Newmarket instead of being in a ward with Chedburgh
and Chevington who look towards Bury St Edmunds.
Other options that could be considered: Dalham, Lidgate and Ousden in a ward with
parishes close to Newmarket.
9
Barrow ward (one member)
Forecast electorate 2260
Parish areas: Barrow, Denham, The Saxhams, Westley
10
Kentford & Moulton ward (one member)
Forecast electorate: 2243
Parish areas: Gazeley, Higham, Moulton & Kentford
Community links: A Higham resident responded to the community links survey suggesting
that Higham had historic church links with Gazeley, Dalham, Moulton and Kentford
Feedback on the ward option: Higham Parish Council commented that they would prefer
the current ward arrangements to remain due to their association with Tuddenham and
Cavenham. Gazeley Parish Council support the proposed ward option.
11
Pakenham & Troston ward (one member)
Forecast electorate: 1994
Parish areas: Ampton, Great & Little Livermere, Honington (Station), Pakenham,
Timworth & Troston
Community links: Strong community link between Troston, Great Livermere and also
between the Honington (Station) parish ward and Troston as the married quarters from
RAF Honington are split across both parishes. There is also a joint parish meeting for
Ampton, Timworth and Little Livermere.
Feedback on the ward option: This option was amended to reflect the above community
links. The feedback received is included at appendix B.
12/13 The Fornhams and Great Barton (two members)
Forecast electorate: 4224
Parish areas: Fornham All Saints, Fornham St Genevieve, Fornham St Martin & Great
Barton
Community links: The Fornham parishes have a historic link to each other and Fornham
St Martin and Fornham St Genevieve share a parish council. The Fornham parishes are in
the same county division as the Great Barton parish.
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Feedback on the ward option: Comments received requesting that the name of the ward
should include 'The Fornhams'. Feedback was also received regarding a loss of community
identity by bringing the Fornhams and Great Barton into a 2-member ward.
14/15 Iceni ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 3753
Parish areas: Herringswell & Red Lodge
Feedback on the ward option: Herringswell Parish Council commented that they were
concerned regarding the size of their parish in comparison with Red Lodge and that there
would be a loss of representation.
Other options that could be considered: See consultation feedback from Herringswell
Parish Council at appendix B which includes an alternative option.
16
Manor ward (one member)
Forecast electorate: 1968
Parish areas: Barton Mills, Cavenham, Freckenham, Tuddenham & Worlington
Feedback on the ward option: Freckenham Parish Council confirmed their support for
the ward proposal. Worlington Parish Council and Tuddenham Parish Council also
supported this option as it would strengthen communication and the relationship
between the villages. Icklingham Parish Council have a preference to be in this ward as
it would greater reflect community identity due to historic ties with the parishes.
Other options that could be considered: Include Icklingham parish in the ward on the
basis of community identity.
17
Risby ward (one member)
Forecast electorate: 2237
Parish areas: Culford, Flempton, Lackford, Hengrave, Icklingham, Ingham, Risby, West
Stow & Wordwell
Community links: Flempton cum Hengrave share a parish council and share the village
hall which has been sold but the funds are still available to fund a community facility. The
church at Flempton is shared by the two villages. Culford, Ingham and Wordwell share a
village hall at Culford and West Stow has a small community room. Culford, Wordwell and
West Stow share a parish council. In addition all of the parish councils are along the
A1101 and therefore share similar issues.
Feedback on the ward option: Lackford Parish Council and Lackford residents commented
that they have strong links with the other parishes in this ward. Icklingham Parish Council
have a preference to be in the Manor ward as it would greater reflect community identity
due to historic ties with the other parishes in this ward.
Other options that could be considered: Move Icklingham parish into the option for the
Manor ward on the basis of community identity.
18
Bardwell ward (one member)
Forecast electorate: 2034
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Parish areas: Bardwell, Barnham, Coney Weston, Euston, Fakenham Magna, Honington
(Village), Sapiston
Community links: Historic link between the Barnham, Euston and Fakenham Magna parish
areas. Honington parish and Sapiston parish share a parish council.
Feedback on the ward option: This option was amended post-consultation to reflect the
above community links. The feedback received is included at appendix B.
19/20 Lakenheath ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 4409
Parish areas: Lakenheath, Elveden, Eriswell and Sedge Fen
21
Exning ward (one member)
Forecast electorate: 1924
Parish areas: Exning
Community links: Covers the parish of Exning which has a strong community identity and
is an existing ward.
22
Ixworth Ward (one member)
Forecast electorate: 1902
Parish areas: Ixworth & Ixworth Thorpe
Community links: This is an existing ward which covers the shared parish areas of Ixworth
and Ixworth Thorpe.
23
Barningham Ward (one member)
Forecast electorate: 2211
Parish areas: Barningham, Hepworth, Hopton, Knettishall, Market Weston, Thelnetham
Community links: This is an existing ward. In addition Hopton and Knettishall parishes
share a parish council.
24
Stanton ward (one member)
Forecast electorate: 2234
Parish areas: Stanton
Community links: This is an existing ward covering the parish of Stanton.
Feedback on the ward option: Stanton Parish Council confirmed their support for this
option.
25/26 The Rows ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 3713
Parish areas: Beck Row, Holywell Row, Kenny Hill & West Row
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Community links: There is a joint parish council for Beck Row, Holywell Row and Kenny
Hill. West Row is currently a ward within the parish of Mildenhall, but following a recent
Community Governance Review, they will become a parish in their own right with effect
from 1 April 2019. The new parish will use the existing ward boundaries.
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Option A1 – rural wards
This is an alternative option for wards 1-3 of Option A to include Stoke-by-Clare and
Wixoe in a ward with Hundon. There has not been any consultation on this option.

1/2 Wickhambrook ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 3814
Parish areas: Cowlinge, Great & Little Bradley, Great & Little Thurlow, Great & Little
Wratting, Kedington, Wickhambrook, Withersfield
Feedback on the ward option: This option has not been consulted on but was part of the
ward options considered at the St Edmundsbury Borough Council meeting on 24 April.
Councillor Karen Richardson, ward member for the existing Kedington ward commented
that she could support this option as it includes a two member ward. As an alternative,
Councillor Karen Richardson suggested that Great and Little Wratting and Kedington could
form a single member ward.
3
Hundon ward (one member)
Parish areas: Barnardiston, Hundon, Stoke-by-Clare, Stradishall, Wixoe
Feedback on the ward option: This option has not been consulted on.
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Option A2 – rural wards
This option was proposed by Councillor Mary Evans (ward member for the existing Hundon
ward) as part of a consultation response.

1/2 Hundon & Kedington ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 3814
Parish areas: Barnardiston, Great and Little Thurlow, Great and Little Wratting, Hundon,
Kedington, Withersfield
Feedback on the ward option: This option has not been consulted on but was part of the
ward options considered at the St Edmundsbury Borough Council meeting on 24 April.
Councillor Karen Richardson, ward member for the existing Kedington ward commented
that she could support this option as it includes a two member ward. As an alternative,
Councillor Karen Richardson suggested that Great and Little Wratting and Kedington could
form a single member ward.
3/4 Stour Valley ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 4010
Parish areas: Cavendish, Clare, Denston, Poslingford, Stansfield, Stradishall, Stoke-byClare, Wixoe
Feedback on the ward option: This option has not been consulted on but was part of the
ward options considered at the St Edmundsbury Borough Council meeting on 24 April.
Councillor Peter Stevens, ward member for the existing Cavendish ward confirmed that
he did not support this option as it made significant changes to the Cavendish ward at
option A which he considered to be a natural spread of villages that look north towards
Bury St Edmunds.
5
Wickhambrook ward (one member)
Forecast electorate: 2171
Parish areas:
Wickhambrook

Cowlinge,

Dalham,

Great

and

Little

Bradley,

Lidgate,

Ousden,

Feedback on the ward option: This option has not been consulted on but was part of the
ward options considered at the St Edmundsbury Borough Council meeting on 24 April.
Councillor Clive Pollington, ward member for the existing Wickhambrook ward commented
that he believes Wickhambrook would be better served by this option.
8
Chedburgh & Chevington ward (one member)
Forecast electorate: 1917
Parish areas: Brockley, Chedburgh, Chevington, Depden, Hargrave, Hawkedon, Rede
Feedback on the ward option: This option has not been consulted on.
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Option B – rural wards
The housing and business park development at the Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish
(North ward) is included in this option. This aligns with option E1 and F for Bury St
Edmunds.

4
Cavendish ward (one member)
Forecast electorate: 2241
Parish areas: Cavendish, Brockley, Denston, Hawkedon, Rede, Stansfield, Whepstead
Community links: The Cavendish ward includes the Hawstead Parish. This is the only
difference from the Cavendish ward at option A.
Feedback on the ward option: Councillor Terry Clements, ward member for the existing
Horringer and Whelnetham ward commented that it makes sense to include the Hawstead
parish in the Horringer ward at Option A as it will be with parishes that cover two of the
routes into Bury St Edmunds.
6/7 Rougham ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 4276
Parish areas: Bradfield Combust with Stanningfield, Bradfield St Clare, Bradfield St
George, Great and Little Whelnetham, Horringer, Ickworth, Nowton, Rushbrooke with
Rougham (North), Rushbrook with Rougham (South)
Feedback on the ward option: A resident commented on this option to suggest that it
better reflects current excellent community co-operation and communication and that it
included communities that share issues along the A134 south corridor. Councillor Sara
Mildmay-White, ward member for the existing Rougham ward, commented that the new
homes are being built in countryside, in Rougham, not in the town and that the Rougham
Parish Council is best placed to respect that.
This option also received detailed responses from Councillor Sara Mildmay-White, the
Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish Council and the Moreton Hall Residents Association.
Their comments are included in full at appendix B and appendix B1.
Other options that could be considered: See option A and the options proposed by
Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish Council and the Moreton Hall Residents Association at
appendix B and appendix B1.
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Option C – Brandon wards (including Santon Downham parish)
The total electorate for Brandon and Santon Downham is 6737 electors, which is 9.23%
above the ideal electorate of 2056 per ward. Therefore there is very little room for
manoeuvre within Brandon and all of the resultant wards are close to the upper limit.
Feedback on the option: Brandon Town Council and the Future Governance Steering
Group confirmed that option C for Brandon was their preferred option as it included three
single member wards and reflected the Brandon town centre.
The district councillors for the existing Brandon wards commented that Brandon was
seeing a councillor reduction of 40% and that this would have an impact on the locality
budgets available for Brandon post-2019.

27
Brandon West ward (one member)
Forecast electorate: 2259
28
Brandon Central ward (one member)
Forecast electorate: 2249
Community links: This was has been produced to reflect the town centre of Brandon.
29
Brandon East ward (one member)
Forecast electorate: 2229
Parish areas: includes Santon Downham
Community links: Santon Downham Parish Council responded to the community links
survey to confirm that their residents go to Brandon for local shops and services.
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Option D – Brandon wards (including Santon Downham parish)
The total electorate for Brandon and Santon Downham is 6737 electors, which is 9.23%
above the ideal electorate of 2056 per ward. Therefore there is very little room for
manoeuvre within Brandon and all of the resultant wards are close to the upper limit.

27/28 Brandon West ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 4508
29
Brandon East ward (one member)
Forecast electorate: 2229
Parish areas: includes Santon Downham
Community links: Santon Downham Parish Council responded to the community links
survey to confirm that their residents go to Brandon for local shops and services.
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Option E – Bury St Edmunds wards (including Rushbrooke with Rougham parish
(North ward))
The total electorate for Bury St Edmunds and Rushbrooke with Rougham (North) is 33,287
electors, which is 1.19% above the ideal electorate of 2056 per ward.
The options have been formed by encompassing housing estates and also considering the
links between neighbouring housing estates which share community facilities and
common issues.
This option is for eight two member wards and aligns with option A for the rural wards.

30/31 Moreton Hall East ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 4072
Parish areas: includes Rushbrooke with Rougham (North)
Feedback on the ward option: Councillor Trevor Beckwith, ward member for the existing
Moreton Hall ward, commented on the option to split the existing three member Moreton
Hall ward. Councillor Beckwith would prefer a three member ward for Moreton Hall and a
single member ward for Eastgate as it would reflect, as far as possible, the interests and
identities of communities. Councillor Beckwith’s consultation response is included at
appendix B and comments on the final options that were put to full council are included
at appendix B1.
The inclusion of the growth site at Rushbrooke with Rougham parish (North ward) in the
Moreton Hall East Ward received a mixed response. Those responses have been provided
in full at appendix B and appendix B1.
Other options that could be considered: Options for a three member ward would need to
be considered against the impact of a single member Eastgate ward to ensure electoral
equality was achieved in both wards.
Moving the eastern ward boundary for this ward option to Sow Lane should be considered
as part of this option. It should be noted that this would have a consequential impact on
the option for the Rougham ward (Rural option A) which would adjoin this ward.
32/33 Eastgate & Moreton Hall West ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 4106
Feedback on the ward option: Councillor Trevor Beckwith, ward member for the existing
Moreton Hall ward, commented on the option to split the existing three member Moreton
Hall ward. Councillor Beckwith would prefer a three member ward for Moreton Hall and a
single member ward for Eastgate as it would reflect, as far as possible, the interests and
identities of communities. Councillor Beckwith’s consultation response is included at
appendix B and comments on the final options that were put to full council are included
at appendix B1.
Other options that could be considered: Options for a three member ward would need to
be considered against the impact of a single member Eastgate ward to ensure electoral
equality was achieved in both wards.
34/35 St Olaves ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 4245
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Community links: This ward option includes the Howard Estate and the new Marham Park
development.
36/37 Northgate & Risbygate ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 4481
Community links: This ward option includes the Mildenhall Road Estate, the community
at Springfield Road and communities at Northgate Avenue and Fornham Road.
38/39 Southgate ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 4020
Community links: This ward option includes the Nowton Housing Estate, communities at
Barons Road and Hardwick Lane and also resolves a historic boundary complaint regarding
the ward boundary running down Rembrandt Way. The ward option also includes the
south-east Bury St Edmunds housing development.
40/41 Westgate ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 3918
Community links: This ward option includes the Horringer Court Housing Estate.
42/43 Abbeygate ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 4238
Community links: This ward option includes the Bury St Edmunds town centre.
44/45 Minden ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 4207
Community links: This ward option includes the Priors and Westley Housing Estate and
the West Bury St Edmunds housing development.
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Option E1 – Bury St Edmunds wards
The total electorate for Bury St Edmunds is 32,665 electors, which is 0.70% below the
ideal electorate of 2056 per ward.
The options have been formed by encompassing housing estates and also considering the
links between neighbouring housing estates which share community facilities and
common issues.
This option is for eight two member wards and aligns with option B for the rural wards.

30/31 Moreton Hall East ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 4056
Feedback on the ward option: Councillor Trevor Beckwith, ward member for the existing
Moreton Hall ward, commented on the option to split the existing three member Moreton
Hall ward. Councillor Beckwith would prefer a three member ward for Moreton Hall and a
single member ward for Eastgate as it would reflect, as far as possible, the interests and
identities of communities. Councillor Beckwith’s consultation response is included at
appendix B and comments on the final options that were put to full council are included
at appendix B1.
Other options that could be considered: Options for a three member ward would need to
be considered against the impact of a single member Eastgate ward to ensure electoral
equality was achieved in both wards.
32/33 Eastgate & Moreton Hall West ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 4132
Feedback on the ward option: Councillor Trevor Beckwith, ward member for the existing
Moreton Hall ward, commented on the option to split the existing three member Moreton
Hall ward. Councillor Beckwith would prefer a three member ward for Moreton Hall and a
single member ward for Eastgate as it would reflect, as far as possible, the interests and
identities of communities. Councillor Beckwith’s consultation response is included at
appendix B and comments on the final options that were put to full council are included
at appendix B1.
Other options that could be considered: Options for a three member ward would need to
be considered against the impact of a single member Eastgate ward to ensure electoral
equality was achieved in both wards.
34/35 St Olaves ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 4245
Community links: This ward option includes the Howard Estate and the new Marham Park
development.
36/37 Northgate & Risbygate ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 3766
Community links: This ward option includes the Mildenhall Road Estate, the community
at Springfield Road and communities at Northgate Avenue and Fornham Road.
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38/39 Southgate ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 4020
Community links: This ward option includes the Nowton Housing Estate, communities at
Barons Road and Hardwick Lane and also resolves a historic boundary complaint regarding
the ward boundary running down Rembrandt Way. The ward option also includes the
south-east Bury St Edmunds housing development.
40/41 Westgate ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 3918
Community links: This ward option includes the Horringer Court Housing Estate.
42/43 Abbeygate ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 4321
Community links: This ward option includes the Bury St Edmunds town centre.
44/45 Minden ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 4207
Community links: This ward option includes the Priors and Westley Housing Estate and
the West Bury St Edmunds housing development.
Feedback on the ward option: Councillor Clive Springett, ward member for the existing
Minden ward, confirmed his support for this option.
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Option F – Bury St Edmunds wards
The total electorate for Bury St Edmunds is 32,665 electors, which is 0.70% below the
ideal electorate of 2056 per ward.
The options have been formed by encompassing housing estates and also considering the
links between neighbouring housing estates which share community facilities and
common issues.
This option is for eight two member wards and aligns with option B for the rural wards.

30/31 Moreton Hall ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 4031
Feedback on the ward option: Councillor Trevor Beckwith, ward member for the existing
Moreton Hall ward, commented on the option to split the existing three member Moreton
Hall ward. Councillor Beckwith would prefer a three member ward for Moreton Hall and a
single member ward for Eastgate as it would reflect, as far as possible, the interests and
identities of communities. Councillor Beckwith’s consultation response is included at
appendix B and comments on the final options that were put to full council are included
at appendix B1.
Other options that could be considered: Options for a three member ward would need to
be considered against the impact of a single member Eastgate ward to ensure electoral
equality was achieved in both wards.
32/33 St Nicholas ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 3971
Feedback on the ward option: Councillor Trevor Beckwith, ward member for the existing
Moreton Hall ward, commented on the option to split the existing three member Moreton
Hall ward. Councillor Beckwith would prefer a three member ward for Moreton Hall and a
single member ward for Eastgate as it would reflect, as far as possible, the interests and
identities of communities. Councillor Beckwith’s consultation response is included at
appendix B and comments on the final options that were put to full council are included
at appendix B1.
Other options that could be considered: Options for a three member ward would need to
be considered against the impact of a single member Eastgate ward to ensure electoral
equality was achieved in both wards.
Ward name: Councillor Nettleton, ward member for the existing Risbygate ward,
suggested changing St Nicholas ward to Eastgate ward.
34/35 St Olaves ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 4108
Community links: This ward option includes the Howard Estate and the new Marham Park
development.
36/37 Tollgate ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 4089
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Community links: This ward option includes the Mildenhall Road Estate and communities
at Northgate Avenue, Fornham Road and Station Hill.
Feedback on the ward option: The option for this ward received support from Councillor
Hind because it reflects interests and identities of local communities.
Tollgate
junction/Station Hill Junction/Anglian Lane are all considered to be connected sufficiently
to be a cohesive community.
38/39 Hardwick Heath ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 3978
Community links: This ward option includes the Nowton Housing Estate, communities at
Barons Road and Hardwick Lane and also resolves a historic boundary complaint regarding
the ward boundary running down Rembrandt Way. The ward option also includes the
south-east Bury St Edmunds housing development.
Ward name: Councillor Nettleton, ward member for the existing Risbygate ward,
suggested changing Hardwick Heath ward to Southgate ward.
40/41 Linnet ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 4077
Community links: This ward option includes the Horringer Court Housing Estate.
Ward name: Councillor Nettleton, ward member for the existing Risbygate ward,
suggested changing Linnet ward to Westgate ward.
42/43 Abbeygate ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 4267
Community links: This ward option includes the Bury St Edmunds town centre.
Feedback on the ward option: This option received support from Councillor Diane Hind
because it included Springfield Road and their issues are more closely connected with the
Town Centre.
44/45 Gibraltar ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 4144
Community links: This ward option includes the Priors and Westley Housing Estate and
the West Bury St Edmunds housing development.
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Option F1 – Bury St Edmunds wards (including Rushbrooke with Rougham parish
(North ward))
The total electorate for Bury St Edmunds and Rushbrooke with Rougham (North) is 33,287
electors, which is 1.19% above the ideal electorate of 2056 per ward.
The options have been formed by encompassing housing estates and also considering the
links between neighbouring housing estates which share community facilities and
common issues.
This option is for eight two member wards and aligns with option A for the rural wards.

30/31 Moreton Hall ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 4544
Parish areas: includes Rushbrooke with Rougham (North)
Feedback on the ward option: Councillor Trevor Beckwith, ward member for the existing
Moreton Hall ward, commented on the option to split the existing three member Moreton
Hall ward. Councillor Beckwith would prefer a three member ward for Moreton Hall and a
single member ward for Eastgate as it would reflect, as far as possible, the interests and
identities of communities. Councillor Beckwith’s consultation response is included at
appendix B and comments on the final options that were put to full council are included
at appendix B1.
Councillor Frank Warby, ward member for the existing Moreton Hall ward emailed to say
that having spoken to the Moreton Hall residents association their preference was for
option F1.
The inclusion of the growth site at Rushbrooke with Rougham parish (North ward) in the
Moreton Hall East Ward received a mixed response. Those responses have been provided
in full at appendix B and appendix B1.
Other options that could be considered: Options for a three member ward would need to
be considered against the impact of a single member Eastgate ward to ensure electoral
equality was achieved in both wards.
Moving the eastern ward boundary for this ward option to Sow Lane should be considered
as part of this option. It should be noted that this would have a consequential impact on
the option for the Rougham ward (Rural option A) which would adjoin this ward.
32/33 St Nicholas ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 4080
Feedback on the ward option: Councillor Trevor Beckwith, ward member for the existing
Moreton Hall ward, commented on the option to split the existing three member Moreton
Hall ward. Councillor Beckwith would prefer a three member ward for Moreton Hall and a
single member ward for Eastgate as it would reflect, as far as possible, the interests and
identities of communities. Councillor Beckwith’s consultation response is included at
appendix B and comments on the final options that were put to full council are included
at appendix B1.
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Other options that could be considered: Options for a three member ward would need to
be considered against the impact of a single member Eastgate ward to ensure electoral
equality was achieved in both wards.
Ward name: Councillor Nettleton, ward member for the existing Risbygate ward,
suggested changing St Nicholas ward to Eastgate ward.
34/35 St Olaves ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 4108
Community links: This ward option includes the Howard Estate and the new Marham Park
development.
36/37 Tollgate ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 4089
Community links: This ward option includes the Mildenhall Road Estate and communities
at Northgate Avenue, Fornham Road and Station Hill.
38/39 Hardwick Heath ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 3978
Community links: This ward option includes the Nowton Housing Estate, communities at
Barons Road and Hardwick Lane and also resolves a historic boundary complaint regarding
the ward boundary running down Rembrandt Way. The ward option also includes the
south-east Bury St Edmunds housing development.
Ward name: Councillor Nettleton, ward member for the existing Risbygate ward,
suggested changing Hardwick Heath ward to Southgate ward.
40/41 Linnet ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 4077
Community links: This ward option includes the Horringer Court Housing Estate.
Ward name: Councillor Nettleton, ward member for the existing Risbygate ward,
suggested changing Linnet ward to Westgate ward.
42/43 Abbeygate ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 4267
Community links: This ward option includes the Bury St Edmunds town centre.
44/45 Gibraltar ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 4144
Community links: This ward option includes the Priors and Westley Housing Estate and
the West Bury St Edmunds housing development.
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Option G – Haverhill wards
The overall electorate for Haverhill is 21,282 which equates to ten members with an
average of 2,128 electors per ward.
The options have been formed by encompassing housing estates and also considering the
links between neighbouring housing estates which share community facilities and
common issues.
Feedback on the option: Feedback during the consultation was received in favour of both
option G and option H. Option H was supported because it was considered to reflect the
communities that are linked and recognised the importance of the town centre. However
it also received comments to say that the other wards would create imbalance and
disruption.
Responses to the consultation showed mixed views on ward names based on estate/ road
names/ historic points or compass points.

46 Haverhill East ward (one member)
Forecast electorate: 2208
Ward name: Wilsey ward or Wilsey & Roman Way ward
47/48 Haverhill North East ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 4316
Ward name: Chalkstone Hill ward
49/50 Haverhill South ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 4048
Ward name: Clements & Parkway ward or Puddle Brook & St Botolph's ward or Clements
& Castle ward
51
Haverhill Central ward (one member)
Forecast electorate: 2172
Ward name: Peas Market ward or Chauntry Mill ward
52/53 Haverhill North ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 4474
Ward name: Arrendene ward
54/55 Haverhill North West ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 4064
Ward name: Chimswell & Hanchett ward or Chimswell & Haycocks ward or Chimswell ward
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Option H – Haverhill wards
The overall electorate for Haverhill is 21,282 which equates to ten members with an
average of 2,128 electors per ward.
The options have been formed by encompassing housing estates and also considering the
links between neighbouring housing estates which share community facilities and
common issues.
Feedback on the option:
The Future Governance Steering Group confirmed that option H was their preferred
option.
Councillor Tony Brown commented that his preferred option for Haverhill would be option
H as it follows more closely the different demographic areas of Haverhill which would lead
to more democratic representation. He also commented that there would be a distinct
Ward for the Town Centre area which is hugely important and that single member wards
would be his preference as you have one Councillor to deal with and the buck stops with
them
Councillor John Burns commented that:
- A comprehensive street by street dissection of the wards has not been carried out
and that some minor tweaking to the boundaries will be required;
- option H was designed to fit in with the Town Centre Masterplan as part of Vision
2031 and to ensure that a single ward covers the entire residential area;
- all of the wards for option H have been designed to reflect community cohesion in
Haverhill;
- the smaller ward at Haverhill East has been designed to allow maximum flexibility
for the Great Wilsey (NE Haverhill) development. Without having to redraw warding
boundaries in 5-7 years growth in that area could be such that the warding never
goes beyond +10% for perhaps up to 15-20 years meaning a review would not be
necessary; and
- there is some argument that the two member wards could be split into single
member wards and this would be very much an option to be considered. All local
members work together for the benefit of the town and do not consider their wards
to be sacrosanct.
Feedback during the consultation was received in favour of both option G and option H.
Option H was supported because it was considered to reflect the communities that are
linked and recognised the importance of the town centre. However it also received
comments to say that the other wards would create imbalance and disruption.
Responses to the consultation showed mixed views on ward names based on estate/ road
names/ historic points or compass points.
46
Haverhill Central ward (one member)
Forecast electorate: 2221
47/48 Haverhill East ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 4002
49

Haverhill South East ward (one member)
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Forecast electorate: 2058
50/51 Haverhill South ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 4137
52/53 Haverhill West ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 4382
54/55 Haverhill North ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 4482
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Option I – Mildenhall wards
The overall electorate for Mildenhall is 6,263 which equates to 2,088 electors per ward.
The options have been formed by encompassing housing estates and also considering the
links between neighbouring housing estates which share community facilities and
common issues.
This option is for three single member wards.
Feedback on the option:
Feedback from the consultation was received in favour of option I and option J. Option I
received unanimous support from Mildenhall Parish Council and the Future Governance
Steering Group also confirmed that option I was also their preferred option.
Some respondents felt that compass point names were better and others prefer to use a
name that is significant for the area; Mildenhall PC supported the use of named wards
and Councillor Ruth Bowman, ward member for the existing Market ward commented that
she does not support the use of compass point names for Mildenhall as people do not
relate to living in north or south Mildenhall, so why introduce this concept where there is
no need and which lacks identity.
Councillor David Bowman, ward member for the existing Eriswell and the Rows ward
commented that he was happy that both options for Mildenhall were being put forward.

56
Queensway ward (one member)
Forecast electorate: 2119
Ward name: Councillor Ruth Bowman, ward member for the existing Market ward
commented that the ward name should be Market ward rather than Queensway ward, for
the following reasons:
- To continue to use a historic name that residents can relate to, that will otherwise
be lost, that provides identity
- Mildenhall is a Market Town, the actual Market Place is located within this option.
The Market Place is also the location of the iconic and historic Market Cross which
is used very often in organisations emblems and pictorially to represent the place.
Other ward name: Mildenhall west ward
57
Kingsway ward (one member)
Forecast electorate: 2014
Other ward name: Mildenhall east ward
58
Great Heath ward (one member)
Forecast electorate: 2130
Other ward name: Mildenhall North ward
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Option J – Mildenhall wards
In this option, the overall electorate for Mildenhall is 6,272 - which equates to 2,091
electors per ward.
The slight difference to the electorate for Option I is because Option J was produced using
existing polling district boundaries and electorate totals as at 1 December 2017 whereas
option I used figures from March 2018.
The options have been formed by encompassing housing estates and also considering the
links between neighbouring housing estates which share community facilities and
common issues.
Feedback on the option:
Option J received feedback to say that it better reflected overall representation for the
area because Great Heath would be given two councillors and that future building projects
to the south of the town could naturally lead to two representatives in the Market Ward
in the future.
Councillor David Bowman, ward member for the existing Eriswell and the Rows ward
commented that he was happy that both options for Mildenhall were being put forward.
56
Market ward (one member)
Forecast electorate: 2052
Other ward name: Mildenhall South ward
57/58 Great Heath ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 4220
Other ward name: Mildenhall North ward
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Option K – Newmarket wards
The overall electorate for Newmarket is 11,590 giving an average ward electorate of
1,932 electors. This option is for six single member wards.
The options have been formed by encompassing housing estates and also considering the
links between neighbouring housing estates which share community facilities and
common issues.
The town centre high street in this option is the boundary between the Severals ward and
the All Saints ward. This was on the basis that businesses and residents on the high street
would have two members representing their interests.
Feedback on the option:
Newmarket Town Council and the Future Governance Steering Group confirmed that
option K was their preferred option for Newmarket. Councillor Simon Cole, ward member
for the existing Exning ward also confirmed that option K was his preferred option as it
was based single-member wards.
59
All saints ward (one member)
Forecast electorate: 2050
60
Severals ward (one member)
Forecast electorate: 1854
61
Scaltback ward (one member)
Forecast electorate: 1941
62
St Mary’s ward (one member)
Forecast electorate: 2026
63
Phantom & Morton ward (one member)
Forecast electorate: 1844
Other options that could be considered: This ward is -10.31% from the electoral equality
figure of 2056. With further refinement it is possible this ward could be within 10%.
64
Studlands ward (one member)
Forecast electorate: 1875
Community links: This ward option includes the Studlands Park housing.
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Option L – Newmarket wards
The overall electorate for Newmarket is 11,590 giving an average ward electorate of
1,932 electors. This option is for three two member wards.
The options have been formed by encompassing housing estates and also considering the
links between neighbouring housing estates which share community facilities and
common issues.
Feedback on the option:
Councillor Andy Drummond (ward member for the existing St Mary’s ward), Councillor
Ruth Allen (ward member for the existing Severals ward) and Councillor Stephen Edwards
(ward member for the existing All Saints ward) all confirmed that option L was their
preferred option for Newmarket as their opinion is that 2-member wards provide better
representation in urban areas.
59/60 Newmarket East ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 4049
Ward names: Newmarket Town Council commented that historic names should be applied
instead of compass points and suggested All Saints ward or All Saints & Severals ward
instead of Newmarket East ward.
61/62 Newmarket West ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 3967
Ward names: Newmarket Town Council commented that historic names should be applied
instead of compass points and suggested St Mary’s ward instead of Newmarket West
ward.
63/64 Newmarket North ward (two members)
Forecast electorate: 3574
Other options that could be considered: This ward is -13.08% from the electoral equality
figure of 2056. With further refinement it is possible this ward could be within 10%.
Ward names: Newmarket Town Council commented that historic names should be applied
instead of compass points and suggested Phantom & Morton Ward instead of Newmarket
North ward.

Future District Ward Boundary Consultation
I have been a St Edmundsbury Borough Councillor serving the Moreton Hall ward (originally
part of Eastgate ward) since 1995 (23 years). I have also served as the Suffolk County
Councillor for the Eastgate and Moreton Hall Division from 2001 - 2005 and from 2009 to
date (13 years).
Having lived on Moreton Hall since 1978, almost from its beginning, I have seen the
continuous housing and commercial expansion. I originally stood for election to ensure that
Moreton Hall evolved for the benefit of its residents and to ensure the impact on our
neighbours in Eastgate was acceptable.
Although the first build dwellings of the Moreton Hall estate were initially in the Eastgate
Ward, the rapid level of housing expansion soon justified the creation of a separate ward.
This was a straightforward process as Moreton Hall, then as now, had clearly defined
boundaries with the railway to the north, the A14 trunk road to the west and south and
Rougham airfield and Rougham parish to the east. There was, and remains, one important
difference between the wards; one is long established with its name reflecting one of the
historic entrances and its proximity to the town and the other, a very large new housing
estate alongside a large and expanding Suffolk Park.
I was the councillor involved in the creation of the Eastgate Community Association and
latterly I initiated the setting up of the Moreton Hall Residents’ Association. Both are
prospering, both have excellent knowledge of issues affecting their local communities and
both have achieved high levels of representation for local people by local people.
The priority for any review should be to benefit communities and to protect their identities.
It should not centre on the numbers represented by each member because that principle
loses credibility in two or three-member wards, particularly if there is different political
representation. What is to prevent every constituent contacting just one member in a
multi-member ward? Clearly, nothing, so the equal representation falls at the first hurdle.
I understand that this conforms with guidance, but we should not interpret guidance as
mandatory. Over many years, the DCLG “guidance“ on housing densities and parking
standards was obeyed without challenge. That guidance has now been relaxed but it is far
too late to prevent the consequences of crammed in housing with inadequate parking.
Councils are supposed to represent communities; not divide them. The covering email from
Leah states that, “…. the options for the council wards reflect, as far as possible, the
interests and identities of communities.” I agree that they should but the proposals for
the Eastgate and Moreton Hall wards do not because Eastgate is urban, Moreton Hall is
suburban and Rougham is rural. That alone is reason not to mix them. The interest and
identity of communities must not be compromised for council expediency.
Reference is also made to “acceptable electoral equality.” While juggling figures may
satisfy the quest for equal numbers, the cabinet system of local government ensures
power remains vested in just a handful of members.

The issue of house occupancy is another factor that is variable and can quickly create
imbalance. For example, I live in, and am surrounded by, three and four-bedroom
houses with just one of them occupied by more than two people. Circumstances can
change that will alter the balance.
I question why, when local government has so many challenges, energy is expended
trying to create a black and white solution in a grey world.
I see no justification in changing the boundaries of the Eastgate or Moreton Hall wards
but would accept the inclusion of the 500 houses at Lark Rise into Moreton Hall.

Trevor Beckwith
Suffolk County Councillor for Eastgate and Moreton Hall Division
St Edmundsbury Borough Councillor for Moreton Hall Ward

Adam Jones
Chairman
Fakenham Magna Parish Council

West Suffolk Council - electoral review consultation
Dear Sir or Madam,
At our recent meeting, Fakenham Magna Parish Council had the
opportunity to review the proposal for the new set of wards for the future
West Suffolk council. Naturally, we focused our view on our proposed new
ward and our neighbouring communities, addressing your concerns of:

•

Do the proposed wards reflect local communities and offer effective
local government?

•

How can the proposals be improved whilst maintaining electoral
equality?

We were surprised and disappointed that the proposal has split Barnham
village from the existing Bardwell ward and paired it with Risby. From a local
community point of view this would seem to be a retrograde step for the
following reasons.
1. Barnham has been part of the Euston estate since 1692. Fakenham
Magna, Honington, Sapiston and Euston are also part of the same
estate and are therefore similarly affected by estate matters.
2. Barnham church has been united with Euston for over eighty years.
Fakenham Magna is also in the same Benefice.
3. Barnham, Euston and Fakenham Magna have shared a local publication
“The Link” for many years.
4. Fakenham Magna Parish Council have a representative on Barnham
Village Hall Committee. This is a requirement of the committee’s
constitution, and is a reflection of the past and current links between
the two villages.

5. Local issues that affect Barnham are more likely to affect the
surrounding communities of Euston, Fakenham Magna, Honington and
Sapiston than Risby. From the point of view of the councillors and the
communities it would seem beneficial to keep Barnham in a ward with
its closer neigbours.
The new ward boundaries not only have spliced Barnham away from their
nearest geographical neighbours, they have also managed to divide the camp
at RAF Honington into two adjoining wards.
To answer your second concern, a simple improvement to the issues raised
would be to move Barnham to the Honington & Bardwell Ward, shift the RAF
base into the Pakenham & Troston ward, and finally move Ingham to join
Risby. This would not only maintain electoral equality, but also maintain the
historic community links between Barnham and its neighbouring villages.
Yours sincerely,

Adam Jones
Chairman, Fakenham Magna Parish Council

(We are aware that this proposal is made without any knowledge or association with the
parishes proposed for this ward.)

Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish Council
Submission in response to proposed
new West Suffolk Council Wards

Prepared by Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish Council, March 2018
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Executive Summary
A new West Suffolk Council will replace Forest Heath District Council and St Edmundsbury
Borough Council; new council wards will be needed for this, as the number of Councillors will
be reduced from 72 to 64. Two alternative proposals affecting Rushbrooke with Rougham
have been put forward. Option A would divide the Parish, with the North Ward being included
in a redrawn Moreton Hall East Ward represented by two Councillors and the South Ward
included in a single-Councillor Rougham Ward with Bradfield Combust, Bradfield St George
and Bradfield St Clare and possibly Stanningfield. Option B would combine the Parish with
Bradfield Combust, Bradfield St George, Bradfield St Clare, Stanningfield, Great and Little
Whelnetham, Horringer, Ickworth and Nowton in a two-Councillor Ward.
Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish Council does not believe that either of these proposals
meet the needs of this rural Parish with a distinct identity and recognisable boundaries.
Option A is considered particularly unsuitable as it destroys the integrity of the Rushbrooke
with Rougham Parish Council and it is inappropriate for part of a large and mainly rural Parish
to be included as part of a suburban Ward. There is a very strong local view that the Bury St
Edmunds Town boundary should not move any further east and a fear that the Parish could
lose its identity by being absorbed into Bury St Edmunds. The Parish Council is also concerned
about the practical aspects of being included in a two-Councillor Ward.
Consequently, the Parish Council is proposing a new option, namely a single-Councillor Ward
with an electorate of 1986, based largely on the current Ward.
Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish Council proposal
Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish Council is proposing a new Ward that would include all
of the Parish of Rushbrooke with Rougham, together with the Parishes of Bradfield St Clare
and Bradfield St George

The arguments in favour of this proposal include:
•

•
•
•
•

The electorate of the Parish would be represented by one Councillor, which would
increase democracy and empower the residents, giving them a much greater say in
local affairs
This proposal creates a cohesive and identifiable Ward, easily recognisable and
maintaining the strong community links
Strong local support for maintaining the integrity of the Parish, documented by a
recent petition (90+ responses)
A real fear that the Parish could be absorbed into Bury St Edmunds and therefore lose
its distinctive identity and long history
The Parish boundary with Bury St Edmunds runs along Lady Miriam Way and along the
escarpment to the north of Lady Miriam Way to the Railway line. The Parish Council
proposes that the boundary for the new Ward should reflect these distinct borders
and not split the Parish into two parts
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•

It is logical to maintain the existing links with Bradfield St Clare and Bradfield St
George, since these are also rural Parishes, with similar issues and challenges

For these reasons, Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish Council strongly believes that the
Parish should be represented on the new West Suffolk Council by a single Councillor with
experience and knowledge of rural matters.
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Introduction
It is proposed that Forest Heath District Council and St Edmundsbury Borough Council will be
replaced with a new West Suffolk Council; the order to create the new Council is due in
Parliament soon. New council wards will be needed for the new Council, in line with guidance
that the number of Councillors should be reduced from 72 to 64. The two existing Councils
have presented a number of initial options for the ward boundaries which are open for
consultation before submission to the Local Government Boundary Commission for England
(LGBCE) in April 2018.
Local groups, councils and the public are being encouraged to comment on the options and
are invited to put forward further suggestions.
The LGBCE will hold its own consultation over the summer and make the final decision.
Background
Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish is currently part of Rougham Ward, together with Bradfield
Combust with Stanningfield, Bradfield St Clare and Bradfield St George. The existing Ward is
represented by one Councillor on St Edmundsbury Borough Council.
The Community Governance Review (CGR) examined parish electoral arrangements in 20152016 and this led to some changes in Parish boundaries in 2017. As a result of this, and in line
with the Parish Council submission, Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish now extends to the
railway line in the north, and to Lady Miriam Way and the A43 in the west. The Parish will be
divided into North and South Wards.
It has been confirmed that the current warding review will not affect the external boundaries
of West Suffolk or the existing boundaries of any Parish or Town Council. Current Parish and
Town Council boundaries will be the building blocks to create district-level wards. It is
intended that each Councillor on the new Council will represent a similar number of electors,
approximately 2,055 people (± 10%). In some cases, this will be achieved through larger twoCouncillor wards.
It is estimated that the number of electors within Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish will
increase by 577 by 2023 and this figure needs to be taken into consideration.
Council proposals
The two proposals affecting Rushbrooke with Rougham put forward by Forest Heath District
Council and St Edmundsbury Borough Council are:
•

Option A: Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish Council North Ward would be included in
the redrawn Moreton Hall East Ward and represented by two Councillors on the new
combined Council. Rushbrooke with Rougham South Ward would be incorporated into
a single-Councillor Rougham Ward comprising also Bradfield Combust, Bradfield St
George and Bradfield St Clare and possibly Stanningfield (Option A for Rural Wards
and Option E for Bury St Edmunds and surrounding Parishes). It should be pointed out
that there are significant inaccuracies in the proposal for Option A as the text (List of
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Rural Wards – Ward 6 Rougham) does not state that this includes only the South Ward;
therefore if a Rushbrooke with Rougham elector was reading this without consulting
the map or looking at Option E and F1 (Bury St Edmunds and surrounding Parishes),
they would assume that the whole of the Parish was included. Also the number of
electors specified on the maps relating to Options A and B for this Parish does not
differ, even though the North Ward is excluded from Option A
•

Option B: The whole of Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish along with Bradfield
Combust, Bradfield St George, Bradfield St Clare, Stanningfield, Great and Little
Whelnetham, Horringer, Ickworth and Nowton would form a two-Councillor Ward
(Option B for Rural Wards and Option E1 and F for Bury St Edmunds and surrounding
Parishes)

Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish Council proposal
Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish Council does not believe that either of these proposals
meets the needs of this rural Parish with a distinct identity and recognisable boundaries.
Option A is considered particularly unsuitable as it destroys the integrity of the Rushbrooke
with Rougham Parish Council. Moreover it is inappropriate for part of a large and mainly rural
Parish to be included as part of a suburban Ward within Bury St Edmunds Town Council. The
effect of Option A would be that the Parish’s electorate would be represented by two
Councillors from Moreton Hall East Ward and one from Rougham Ward. It would be
incumbent on the Moreton Hall East Councillors to report to the Parish Council on what the
new combined West Suffolk Council is achieving for that area.
There is a very strong local view that the Bury St Edmunds town boundary should not move
any further east and a fear that the Parish could lose its identity by being absorbed into Bury
St Edmunds. The Parish Council is also concerned about the practical aspects of being included
in a two-Councillor Ward.
Within Options A and B, there is no other Parish that is split with the electors of one part
being represented by another Ward representing more than one Parish or Town Council such
as that proposed within Option A.
Consequently, the Parish Council is proposing a new option, namely a single-Councillor Ward
with an electorate of 1986, based largely on the current Ward:
•

This new Ward would include all of the Parish of Rushbrooke with Rougham,
together with the Parishes of Bradfield St Clare and Bradfield St George (Appendix
A)

Rationale for new proposal
The electorate of the Parish would be represented by one Councillor, which would increase
democracy and empower the residents, giving them a greater say in local affairs. If the Parish’s
North Ward were combined with the Moreton Hall East Ward, the North Ward electors would
comprise only 14.5% of the total electorate of that Ward and would therefore have little
influence in local issues affecting them. Although the Parish will be divided into two Wards
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from 2019, this is intended to ensure that residents north of the A14 will be fully represented
on the Parish Council and should not be regarded as a precedent for split representation on
the new West Suffolk Council. In connection with this, residents were asked their opinions
about proposals to divide the Parish between Wards and there was overwhelming support
for maintaining the Parish as a single entity on the West Suffolk Council. (see Appendix B for
90+ responses).
In the Parish Council’s submission for the Community Governance Review, it was emphasised
that there was a real fear that the Parish of Rushbrooke with Rougham could be absorbed
into Bury St Edmunds and therefore lose its distinctive identity and long history. The Parish
boundary was moved eastwards with the previous expansion of Moreton Hall and there is a
strong feeling that there should be no further eastward movement.
The Parish Council accepts that emotion cannot be the only argument against dividing the
Parish. The practical reasons why the area of Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish Council should
be maintained as one unit under the new combined Council are set out below.
The residents of the Parish are proud of the long history of Rougham and Rushbrooke villages
with some families tracing their histories back for centuries. The most recent history of this
whole area is inextricably linked with the WW2 United States Army Air Force (USAAF)
Rougham Airfield.
The Parish boundary with Bury St Edmunds runs along Lady Miriam Way and along the
escarpment to the north of Lady Miriam Way to the Railway line. The Parish Council proposes
that the boundary for the new Ward should reflect these distinct borders and not split the
Parish into two parts.
The proposed Ward would be a distinct and recognisable community, as shown by the
following:
•
•

•
•
•
•

The northern part of Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish has an incontrovertible link
with Rougham, because of the history of the USAAF airbase at Rougham
The roads in Lark Grange (the Taylor Wimpey development to the north of the Parish)
are named either after US airmen who served with distinction or after the aircraft
flown from Rougham airfield during the Second World War. A plaque will be placed
on each road sign explaining how the name originated, thus encouraging a feeling of
connection to the past history of Rougham
It is logical to maintain the existing links with Bradfield St Clare and Bradfield St
George, since these are rural Parishes, with similar issues and challenges
The road layout also reinforces the natural affinity between these villages, as Junction
45 of the A14 serves all of them
Many residents of all these villages use facilities in Rougham, specifically Rougham
shop and Post Office
The Bennet Arms in Rougham is the last remaining public house in the proposed Ward
since the closure of the Fox and Hounds in Bradfield St George
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•

Bradfield and Rougham Baptist Church is on the boundary of Rougham and Bradfield
St George and offers a wide range of community activities to residents of all three
villages

If our submission is accepted then the entire electorate of these interconnected villages will
be represented by one Councillor. This would increase democracy and empower the
residents, giving them a greater say in local affairs.
Conclusions
For the reasons listed above, Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish Council strongly believes that
the Parish should be represented on the new West Suffolk Council by a single Councillor with
experience and knowledge of rural matters. It is proposed that the Ward should consist of
Rushbrooke with Rougham, Bradfield St Clare and Bradfield St George, thus maintaining the
integrity of the Parish as a whole and continuing the links with two other rural Parishes that
face similar issues and challenges.
Although the Parish will be divided two Wards, the reason for this was to ensure that the
electorate living north of the A14 had a full and inclusive representative voice on the Parish
Council and hence to bring the Parish closer together and ensure all areas had a voice.
The Parish Council is totally opposed to splitting the Parish into two as proposed under Option
A (Rural Wards) because this is divisive for a Parish with a clear and defined rural identity. It
would destroy the integrity of this Parish and result in rural residents being subsumed into
Bury St Edmunds Town Council, when Rushbrooke with Rougham is a rural Parish which
should be represented by a rural Councillor.
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Appendix A: Proposed new Ward
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Appendix B: Petition responses
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Meeting: Proposed Borough Ward Changes
Troston Village Hall 15.00 19th March 2018
Present:
Joanna Spicer (Suffolk County Council) Simon Brown (Pakenham &
Troston Ward), Andrew Smith (Honington & Bardwell Ward), Rob Williams
(Honington & Sapiston Parish Council), Graeme Norris and Roger
Anderson (Troston Parish Council), Diana Saunders (RAF Honington
Community Support Officer).
Creation of Single District Council:
In February 2018, the Secretary of State for Housing, Communities and
Local Government confirmed that he is going to start the legislative
process in Parliament to create a single District Council for West Suffolk.
If Parliament approves the orders then a new set of wards will need to be
created before the first elections May in 2019.
Initial options for the new ward boundaries have been proposed. The aim
is that each councillor represents roughly the same number of voters (give
or take 10% from the average).
Problem:
The proposed boundary changes for the new West Suffolk cut RAF
Honington in two halves again. The northern part in the civil parish of
Honington (about 400 voters) going in a new ward with Bardwell and
Honington village and the southern part (about 260 voters) in the civil
parish of Troston staying in the Pakenham ward.
RAF View:
This reverses the very sensible changes made about 15 years ago by the
Boundary Commission and the Borough to keep the “camp” as one – and
splits the camp right down the centre. The Commander of the RAF Base,
Wing Commander David Tait, wanted it to be clear he believed it was
important for the camp to be regarded as one entity. It would seem that
those councillors involved in this new proposal either disregarded the
view of the 2015/16 consultation or thought they were putting the camp
back with Honington village not realising they were actually leaving a split
at the camp.

Parish Views:
Troston Parish Council discussed the matter on the 5th March and did not
support either Option A or B being proposed. Councillors believe the
existing Ward Boundary is a better option as it regards the Camp as one
entity.
Honington Parish Council met 12th March and also do not support the
proposed change. They will be writing to the Borough to say that the RAF
station should in their view be all in the Pakenham/Troston ward and not
split between two borough councillors.
County & Borough Councillors’ Views:
The existing boundary kept the married quarters on the camp together
and was within SEBC numbers commitment and plan.
Conclusion:
The meeting unanimously agreed that neither Option A or B kept the camp
together as one entity - and therefore, we did not support the proposed
new boundary.
————————-

20 March 2018
Elections Manager
Forest Heath District Council
District Offices
College Heath Road
Suffolk IP28 7EY
Dear Sir
Future district ward boundary consultation
As a resident of the current Moreton Hall ward for Bury St Edmunds I wish to respond to your
consultation on proposed ward boundary changes as follows:
I suggest a modification of Option E (Bury St Edmunds and surrounding areas). I enclose a
copy of my proposal “Amended option E” showing my ward boundary proposal.
1.The Moreton Hall ward should remain a single entity and not be split into two wards.
2 I have marked in red ink the natural constraints that form the practical boundaries for Moreton
Hall i.e. the railway line to the North, the A14 to the South and West, and Sow Lane to the East.
3 Eastgate (the area in blue to the West of the A14) should be incorporated into the Abbeygate
ward with an additional councillor if needed.
4 The area to the North of the railway line as far as Compeigne Way (again in blue) could be
incorporated into Great Barton or could remain in Moreton Hall.
5 Rougham would be as currently shown in green on Option E and would be a primarily rural
ward to the South of the A14
The Moreton Hall ward should maintain its community identity as a single ward. I see nothing to
gain by “splitting” the ward just to make numbers add up. I can only see confusion.
The Moreton Hall ward should continue, as now, as a predominantly urban area served by 3
councillors.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

District Ward Consultation: Moreton Hall
10 March 2018 21:59:18

To whom it may concern.
I wish to express my opinion that the new housing to the east of Moreton Hall, together with the new Sybil
Andrews Academy, should be included in the Moreton Hall Ward.
Apart from the old Rougham Airfield, now used only for small non-commercial aircraft, this area is closest to
the Moreton Hall housing and commercial development, and therefore I feel it should be included in Moreton
Hall.
The village of Rougham is far removed from Moreton Hall, and we are separated by the very busy A14.
Yours sincerely

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Ward boundary changes
13 March 2018 10:07:25

Dear Ms Mickleborough
At our Lackford Parish Council meeting last evening we discussed the boundary change proposals for
the new West Suffolk District Council, and our Parish Clerk, John Sadler, will be reporting the
collective and unanimous view of the LPC. We would like to emphasise that, while we understand the
need for some balancing of wards, we are not happy with moving Lackford from our current group of
parishes to the new Manor Ward. We would like to add my own submission to support that of
Lackford Parish Council with the following observations:
1. Lackford and Icklingham should be transposed, to the advantage of both parishes. Lackford
'belongs' with the Risby group of parishes, and Icklingham 'belongs' with the Manor group. These are
longstanding links, with which the people of both parishes are comfortable. The numbers of electors
in each are very similar, so that variance from the average would be almost unchanged.
2. Transposing Lackford and Icklingham would be administratively more efficient for the respective
Ward Councillors. Communications for Lackford, particularly transport, are more convenient with the
Risby group than with the Manor group. A similar argument can be made that travel for the Ward
Councillor for Manor Ward would be more economic to Icklingham than to Lackford.
We make these suggestions with the objective of being helpful and constructive, and request that
they be taken into account before any submission is made to LGBCE.
Kind regards
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Comments on final options considered by Forest Heath and St
Edmundsbury councils
1. Public questions to the Leader of St Edmundsbury Borough Council at
the Full Council meeting on 24 April:
Question 1 from Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish Council:
Mr Mayor, Councillors good evening. I am Ian Steel currently Chairman of
Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish Council.
I said when I became Chairman of Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish Council that
I wanted the PC to be more visible, but I never expected it to be this visible. So
here we are again, like bad pennies, defending the Parish’s integrity against our
big neighbour’s attempts to exert influence over the land and residents they
failed to win in 2016. We feel like David against Goliath and we sincerely hope
that David prevails.
I would remind the Borough Council that in 2016 that it voted to support the
submission from this Parish for an identifiable and recognisable boundary with
Bury St Edmunds which included within this Parish the new Taylor Wimpey
development. We cannot see nor have heard any evidence why the situation
should change because new wards are to be created following the merger of the
Borough and Forest Heath. We feel that the dividing of this Parish in two to be
just an underhand and subversive way for the Town Council to try to gain an
influence over an area that they could not extend their boundaries into in 2016.
Having listened to the briefing video by the KGBCE it is apparent that they are
extremely loth the divide a Parish in two except in exceptional circumstances
and, as I have already said, we cannot see any change since 2016 in the
circumstances that now justify the Parish being split and part of it being
represented by a rural Councillor and the other part being represented by two
urban Councillors.
I would point out that we canvassed the new development and all people. All the
other residents who were at home on the estate signed the petition with the
exception of 3 and further all the residents knew what the street names meant
and their connection to Rougham. In total we had 121 signatures to our petition
which shows the strength of feeling within the Parish as a whole.
We appreciate that our current submission needs a little refining as it was
prepared in considerable haste as the dividsion that we are suggesting leaves
the ward under Option B not covered by our submission for Rougham with 28.5
residents over the 10% excess allowed. However I understand that you will have
received a document from one of your fellow Borough Councillors which
addresses this problem and no ward under his proposal exceeds the 10%. We
will therefore be discussing this proposal with him and Bradfield St George and
Bradfield St Clare and we will, within the time frame, be refining our submission
accordingly.
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However when the Borough Council is scrutinising Option A put forward by the
Future Governance Steering Group which divides this Parish in two we would ask
you to think very carefully about what the LGBCE have said about splitting a
Parish and then ask yourself why something that was correct in 2016 should be
changed now. We therefore ask you to vote against Option A so that the
integrity of the Parish, which you voted for in 2016, is maintained.
The question therefore is it right that a Parish should be divided in two for the
purposes of the new combined council?
Question 2 from Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish Council:
Good Evening Mr Mayor and Councillors. My name is Peter Langdon and I am
currently Vice Chairman of Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish Council
Initially I would like to point out some inaccuracies in the submissions made by
various bodies representing Moreton Hall. Namely
a) Lady Miriam Way and Rougham Tower Avenue are not country roads. In
fact they are probably more significant than most roads within Moreton
Hall
b) All bar one of the roads from the new estate enter Mount Road and there
is no direct road access into Moreton Hall by road except from Mount Road
and Rougham Tower Avenue.
c) If there is congestion at junction 44 I would suggest that the residents of
Moreton Hall consider using junction 45 in Rougham.
d) There are considerable number of footpaths and cycle-ways with this
Parish and to suggest otherwise is totally inaccurate
e) The Flying Fortress is scheduled to be re-opened in 2019 which will attract
considerable support from Moreton Hall residents within the vicinity and
beyond
f) Rougham Post Office might be three miles away, but under the next
phases of the Taylor Wimpey development there will be at least one shop
built which again will attract nearby residents from Moreton Hall
g) There are restaurants and cafes in the Parish and more are planned just
off Junction 45
h) Rougham Airfield, which is a designated recreation area, and Rougham
Tower are in the Parish and attract residents from Moreton Hall and
beyond
In other words it works both ways as residents from Rougham will use Moreton
Hall and Bury St Edmunds just as residents from Moreton Hall and Bury St
Edmunds will use the facilities within Rougham.
As Ian has already stated we cannot see that there has been any change, at all,
in circumstances that justifies the splitting of this Parish and destroying its
integrity. As an aside I would ask that if Option A is accepted will both
Councillors from Moreton Hall be prepared to attend the Parish Council meetings
and report on the benefits that have accrued to the area they represent within
the Parish? That is not the question.
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We accept that our submission needs refining and this will be done within the
next fortnight so that it complies with the guidelines laid down and no councillor
has represent the 28.5 electors our proposal suggests.
I would remind the Councillors that all the residents, with the exception of 3, of
the North Ward that we could contact - around 90% of the properties - signed
the petition that they wanted to remain in our Parish for representation within
the new combined council.
The question I therefore put to the Borough Council is why is the Borough
Council even considering an option which denies these residents the
representation they have requested?
Question from Moreton Hall Residents Association:
Councillor Cliff Hind, Chair of the Moreton Hall made the following comments:
-

Moreton Hall Residents Association strongly objects to splitting the
existing Moreton Hall ward into two
Opinion that the new homes in the parish of Rougham should be in a
Moreton Hall ward for the following reasons:
o The Rougham village is three miles away from the new
development on the other side of the A14 by way of country road
and with no facility to get there by footpath or cycle path.
o The residents of the new homes will visit the ‘community hub’ at
Lawson Place which is on the Moreton Hall
o The new homes will have a shared interest with the other homes on
the Moreton Hall and should be represented by the Moreton Hall
Residents Association on community issues
o By splitting the Moreton Hall into two you lose the cohesion to
represent all issues that are specific for Moreton Hall rather than for
Eastgate
o Proposal for the 3-member Moreton Hall ward at option 3 to be
amended as follows:
 East boundary to run along Sow Lane
 West boundary to run along Orttewell Road
 North boundary to run along the railway line
 South boundary to run along the A14

Response from Councillor John Griffiths, Leader of St Edmundsbury
Borough Council:
Ian, Peter and Cliff, thank you for coming to speak on the electoral review item
today and for your engagement with the ward review process so far.
As you know, the Local Government Boundary Commission will determine the
new West Suffolk warding pattern and their work will be informed by the options
that we are discussing today and the proposals that are submitted from other
interested parties.
The Boundary Commission has encouraged us to put in as many options as
possible which is why there are a number of options in tonight’s papers. With
regard to the options for Rushbrooke with Rougham and Moreton Hall we have
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received strong cases from both sides which is why all of the options that we
consulted on have been included in tonight’s papers for discussion. Your
consultation responses have been included in full in tonight’s papers and will also
be sent in full for the Boundary Commission to consider. We will also record all
of the points that you make tonight and include them as part of our submission
to the Boundary Commission.
I’d like to emphasise the point that the Boundary Commissions work to create
the boundaries for the new Council will not change the boundary between the
Bury St Edmunds parish and the Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish. The borough
council undertook a Community Governance Review throughout 2015 and 2016
which reviewed all Parish boundaries, including the boundary between
Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish and the Bury St Edmunds parish, and these
proposals were signed off by the Council. There are no plans in place to revisit
this parish boundary.
However, the Boundary Commission has advised us that, where required, they
will recommend a district ward which splits a parish that is not warded or has
different parish ward boundaries. In this event they will recommend that parish
wards are changed or created so that they are coterminous with the district
wards. We have seen how this can work in the Pakenham and Bardwell borough
wards as the parish of Honington crosses this boundary. And as you will see
from tonight’s papers, this is something that the Honington and Troston
communities wish to retain because the boundary reflects community identity
and effective local government.
Given the strong arguments put forward by the communities of Rushbrooke with
Rougham Parish and Moreton Hall I feel it’s only right that we submit all of the
options to the Boundary Commission so that they can test the community
identity and effect local government criteria as part of their work to develop
wards for consultation during the summer. I’d like to thank you all for attending
and I hope you will stay for the electoral review discussion, which is item 8 on
the agenda.
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2. Summary of comments made at the Council meeting of St
Edmundsbury Borough Council on 24 April:
Councillor Mary Evans, Hundon ward member:
- Option A and Option B:
o Wixoe Parish Meeting voted to oppose any move to link it to
Kedington as they have no connections and feel they will be
forgotten in the larger ward.
o Wixoe Parish should be in another ward with justification on
community identity grounds
o Hundon Parish want to be better placed in a ward with Barnardiston
o There is no link between Barnadiston and Withersfield.
o Dalham, Lidgate and Ousden all look to Newmarket, not BSE so
why are they in a ward option with the Chedburgh and Chevington
parishes.
Councillor Sara Mildmay-White, Rougham ward member:
- Option A:
o The new homes in the Rougham parish (North ward) are being built
in the countryside, in Rougham, not in the town. The Rougham
Parish Council and a rural ward are best placed to respect that.
 Note that this was followed up with a written submission. See
below.
Councillor Peter Stevens, Cavendish ward member:
- Strongly in favour of the Cavendish ward in option A as it reflects natural
spread of villages, north-to-south to BSE. Not supportive of A2.
Councillor Rebecca Hopfensperger, Fornham ward member:
- The Fornham parishes have conflicting views but all agree the name
should be Fornhams and Great Barton. Would want to ensure concerns
are addressed regarding the change in representation from single member
ward to a two member ward.
- Concerned that the public consultation on the options was too short.
Councillor Karen Richardson, Kedington ward member:
- Kedington is a large village, no connection to Wixoe and Stoke-byClare. Better connected to the Wrattings.
o Note that this was followed up by email, see below.
- Would prefer single member wards in the rural area.
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3. Summary of comments made at the Council meeting of Forest Heath
District Council on 25 April:
Councillor David Palmer and Councillor Victor Lukaniuk, Brandon West ward
members and Councillor Peter Ridgewell, Brandon East ward member:
- Concerned that Brandon was seeing a councillor reduction of 40% and
that this would have an impact on the locality budgets available for
Brandon post-2019.
Councillor David Bowman, Eriswell and the Rows ward member:
- Happy that two options were being put forward for Mildenhall.
Councillor Andy Drummond, St Mary’s ward member:
- Preferred option L for Newmarket because it better reflects the existing
wards and two member wards provide better representation in an urban
area. Also prefers the use of historic names instead of compass points.
o Councillor Ruth Allen, Severals ward member, Councillor Stephen
Edwards, St Mary’s ward member and Councillor Appleby, Severals
Ward member all agreed with the above.
Councillor Simon Cole, Exning ward member:
- Preferred option K for Newmarket because single member wards provide
better accountability.
Councillor Carol Lynch, Red Lodge ward member:
- Residents identify with structures on the ground and therefore ward
names should reflect this.
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4. Comments submitted on the final options by members of Forest
Heath and St Edmundsbury councils:
LGBCE submission from Cllr Sara Mildmay-White councillor for Rougham
Ward
I have lived in Rougham for 40 years and represented the Rougham Ward as
Borough Councillor for 20 years. I have experienced one boundary review which
brought Stanningfield and Bradfield Combust into the Rougham Ward. This took
a while to settle down but has been a very happy relationship despite Bradfield
Combust and Stanningfield having little local connection to Rougham. During
that time, I have seen the original boundary of Rougham Parish moved
significantly to accommodate housing and business growth, with Eldo Farmhouse
being demolished and farmland sold to develop Moreton Hall.
I would like to make the following points regarding this latest review.
In 2016 the Borough Council approved a decision for the boundary of Rougham
Parish to extend along Lady Miriam Way down to the A14 and run along the
railway line to the North down to Fishwick Corner, bringing a few houses from
Great Barton into Rougham Parish at those residents’ request. This decision
supported the wishes of Rougham residents who were quite clear that whilst
they understood and were generally supportive of the need to accommodate
future housing and employment land in Rougham Parish, they placed great
importance on maintaining the history and integrity of Rougham Parish together
with that of Rougham Airfield and Rougham Estate, thus establishing a clear
boundary between Bury St Edmunds and Rougham. This also supported the
wish for people to recognise that Lark Grange and future housing development,
Sybil Andrew’s academy, together with the Suffolk Business Park are being built
in the countryside in Rougham, and not pretend it is in Bury St Edmunds.
Electoral Equality
Electoral parity could be achieved with the Rougham ward consisting of
Rusbrooke with Rougham 1536 Bradfield st George 328 and Bradfield St Clare
122 total 1953 this allows for the inclusion of Lark Grange and further phases of
development up to 500 new properties.
This leaves the neighbouring ward of total number 1953 consisting of Great and
Little Welnetham Bradfield Combust with Stanningfield, Whepstead and Hawsted
who all have a greater connectivity either with joint parish councils or physical
connection along the A134 and local roads to the South and into Bury St
Edmunds which all view as their local town.
Effective and convenient local government
Rougham Parish Council have already agreed to the warding of the Parish to
encompass the new homes and created a North Ward which will be represented
by 2 Parish councillors with more to be added as the development phases of up
to 500 houses progresses. The Flying Fortress Public House which has long had
links to Rougham and the Airfield is due to be refurbished and opened in the
2019/20. This could make a convenient place to hold alternate parish council
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meetings. Bradfield St George and Bradfield St Clare both have separate parish
councils
Community identities and interests
Bradfield St George and Bradfield St Clare both have links to Rougham through
traditional family agricultural holdings. In addition, with no local facilities they
use Rougham Post office and shop. Access to the A14 for both villages takes
them through Rougham.
Lark Grange and the future phased developments obviously, as yet, have no
community identity and Rougham Parish council have made a welcome news
pack which is delivered to each new resident. In addition our Parish Chairman
has visited the residents and explained the parish, warding arrangement and the
LGBC review.
The new housing has been planned by the Borough to go hand in hand with the
development of the Suffolk Business Park and Sybil Andrews Academy. Great
thought went into ensuring the cycle paths and footpaths were linked to existing
Rougham paths so people could cycle/walk to school and work at the Rougham
industrial estate or the Suffolk Business Park.
Links between Sybil Andrews Academy and Rougham Tower Association have
been made to give history a local connection.
Skyliner Sports Centre at Rougham Tower Avenue was planned to encompass
facilities not only for the school but for the wider community of Rougham,
Moreton Hall and beyond. With further facilities in Rougham Parish under
discussion for the future.
Blackthorpe Barn is a wonderful resource for the village with Christmas craft
weekends and Christmas trees in addition to advertising circular walks around
the village. Cultural events also take place and the owner of Rougham Estates
gives talks about the history of Rougham.
Rougham Airfield is designated as recreation area in our vision 2013 document
and this provides a great recreational area for the new residents and brings all
our community together with a variety of events and clubs for instance a kite
flying club. Rougham Tower Association museum is run by local volunteers,
many from Rougham. It is an important part of WW2 history and a great local
resource.
Rougham Sports Hall, cricket club and table tennis club welcome new members.
Moreton Hall residents have long campaigned against further housing
development citing traffic congestion and over development. Highways England
have acknowledged that junction 44 on the A14 is at capacity. The
improvements to junction 45 together with the Eastern relief road running
through Rougham were planned to alleviate this situation and ensure that
Suffolk Business Park and Rougham industrial estate together with the new
housing all had excellent connectivity to the A14 and thus to the main area of
the village with its Parish Church, public house and post office and village school.
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In conclusion, new residents at Lark Grange are in the enviable position of being
able to take advantage of the wonderful countryside and network of footpaths
and cycle ways linking them to Rougham as well as the option for a more
suburban walk into Bury St Edmunds. A wide variety of clubs and facilities are
open to them throughout the village. I welcome this new development providing
much needed homes for our community and wish it to remain as an integral part
of Rougham and be represented by a Rougham Borough Councillor.
www.rctam94th.co.uk
www.roughamestatetrust.org
www.rushbrookewithrougham.suffolk.cloud
www.bradfieldstgeorge.suffolk.cloud
www.bradfieldstclare.suffolk.cloud
Sara Mildmay White
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Councillor Trevor Beckwith, Moreton Hall ward member:
I’ve lived at Moreton Hall since 1978 and represented it at borough and/or county level for 23 years.
Similarly, with Eastgate for 17 years.
Although the early homes at Moreton Hall were initially in the Eastgate Ward, the rapid expansion
soon justified the creation of a separate ward. This was straightforward as Moreton Hall has clearly
defined boundaries with the railway to the north, the A14 to the west and south and Rougham
airfield to the east. There was, and remains, one important difference between the wards; One is long
established with its name reflecting an historic entrance to the town and the other, a very large new
housing estate alongside the expanding Suffolk Park.
The priority for any review must be to benefit communities and preserve their identities. Indeed, the
Leader’s Forward in council policy documents always says councils will represent and support
communities; not divide them.
The requirement for so-called equal representation loses credibility in two or three-member wards
anyway, particularly if there is diverse political representation (demonstrated last night re Senior Pay
vote; Beckwith against, Warby and Thompson for).
The BCE guidance should be treated just as guidance for good reason. Over many years, government
guidance on housing densities and parking standards was applied without challenge. It was wrong
and has now been changed but it’s too late to prevent crammed in housing with inadequate parking.
Nobody accountable, no responsibility; everyone moves on while the community is left with the
consequences.
We’re told that the options for the council wards “reflect, as far as possible, the interests and
identities of communities.” These proposals do not because Eastgate is urban, Moreton Hall
is suburban and Rougham is rural. That alone is reason not to mix them. Their communities
have little in common, so their identities must not be compromised just to conform. Eastgate and
Moreton Hall wards each have their own thriving residents’ association with an in-depth knowledge
of issues local to their community. There are, of course, other clubs and organisations specific to
where people live.
As far back as the 1970’s, the council designated Lawson Place as the village centre as part of the
concept of creating a village identity. Despite the subsequent growth, there principle of local identity
should remain. It’s not essential to be rural to belong; to have identity.
The options for Eastgate and Moreton Hall show a total of four members which is the same total
as the current position. The proposal to distribute two in each ward just to satisfy the contrived
new boundaries is simply wrong, particularly as the guidance accepts three-member wards.
There is no justification in changing the boundaries of the Eastgate or Moreton Hall wards and I
question why, when local government has so many challenges, energy is expended trying to
create a black and white situation in a grey world. Lines on a map that divide communities is
unacceptable.
Leave us alone.
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Email from Councillor Terry Clements, Horringer & Whelnetham ward member
Summary of points made:
-

-

-

-

-

Spoken to Horringer and the Whelnetham’s Parish Councils and to people
in Nowton and others not on Parish Councils. The view is that change
should be minimal.
Do not agree with two member wards in general as you get the worst of
both worlds. Either Councillor double accounting or both totally missing
any responsibility. Plus we want more new young Councillors then they
are going to find it difficult to cope with work and cover the larger areas
especially in rural wards. Told that the option would be to have joint
Parish Council meetings”. Answer to that get real Parish Councils have
lives to and might be persuaded to attend in their village but most of
them will not tolerate extra meetings. In addition some parishes although
next to each other don’t talk to each other anyway, in the extreme they
hate each other.
Regarding Horringer and Whelnethams. Tenuous link of Nowton if
Hawstead is included as per option A than it would make more sense to
the ward. Two of the routes into Bury are along the A134 Sudbury and
often cars go via Nowton. The other is from Lawshall through Hawstead
into Nowton again then into Bury. Bringing Hawstead into the ward would
help making a stronger joint view.
The main point is there is a list of options and the numbers add up.
Rougham/Moreton Hall is difficult in changing that affects every boundary.
This review cannot be future proofed however strong Vision 2031 is.
Taking Nowton and putting it into Rushbrooke and Rougham is one that
makes numbers stack up for only one area and would have a knock on
affect to all other wards. I would also say the same about putting Westley
with Horringer and the knock on affect that would have.
In all other areas the view needs to be taken that villages are villages and
towns are towns and in West Suffolk they value this to the extent of
wanting definite buffer zones between them and new developments.
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Councillor Sarah Broughton, Great Barton ward member
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Councillor Karen Richardson, Kedington ward member
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Email from Councillor Clive Pollington, Wickhambrook ward member:

“The review for Wickhambrook would be better served with Option A2 this is my opinion as Ward
Councillor.”

Email from Councillor David Nettleton, Risbygate ward member
Suggested change:

“The 3 ward name changes to F + F1 are:-

Linnet reverts to Westgate: Hardwick Heath reverts to Southgate and St
Nicholas becomes Eastgate.

None of them make any sense but few voters in Bury know the names of the
wards they live in.”
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Councillor Clive Springett, Minden ward member
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Councillor Frank Warby, Moreton Hall ward member
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Councillor Ruth Bowman, Market ward member
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Comments on final options considered by Forest Heath and St
Edmundsbury councils
1. Public questions to the Leader of St Edmundsbury Borough Council at
the Full Council meeting on 24 April:
Question 1 from Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish Council:
Mr Mayor, Councillors good evening. I am Ian Steel currently Chairman of
Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish Council.
I said when I became Chairman of Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish Council that
I wanted the PC to be more visible, but I never expected it to be this visible. So
here we are again, like bad pennies, defending the Parish’s integrity against our
big neighbour’s attempts to exert influence over the land and residents they
failed to win in 2016. We feel like David against Goliath and we sincerely hope
that David prevails.
I would remind the Borough Council that in 2016 that it voted to support the
submission from this Parish for an identifiable and recognisable boundary with
Bury St Edmunds which included within this Parish the new Taylor Wimpey
development. We cannot see nor have heard any evidence why the situation
should change because new wards are to be created following the merger of the
Borough and Forest Heath. We feel that the dividing of this Parish in two to be
just an underhand and subversive way for the Town Council to try to gain an
influence over an area that they could not extend their boundaries into in 2016.
Having listened to the briefing video by the KGBCE it is apparent that they are
extremely loth the divide a Parish in two except in exceptional circumstances
and, as I have already said, we cannot see any change since 2016 in the
circumstances that now justify the Parish being split and part of it being
represented by a rural Councillor and the other part being represented by two
urban Councillors.
I would point out that we canvassed the new development and all people. All the
other residents who were at home on the estate signed the petition with the
exception of 3 and further all the residents knew what the street names meant
and their connection to Rougham. In total we had 121 signatures to our petition
which shows the strength of feeling within the Parish as a whole.
We appreciate that our current submission needs a little refining as it was
prepared in considerable haste as the dividsion that we are suggesting leaves
the ward under Option B not covered by our submission for Rougham with 28.5
residents over the 10% excess allowed. However I understand that you will have
received a document from one of your fellow Borough Councillors which
addresses this problem and no ward under his proposal exceeds the 10%. We
will therefore be discussing this proposal with him and Bradfield St George and
Bradfield St Clare and we will, within the time frame, be refining our submission
accordingly.
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However when the Borough Council is scrutinising Option A put forward by the
Future Governance Steering Group which divides this Parish in two we would ask
you to think very carefully about what the LGBCE have said about splitting a
Parish and then ask yourself why something that was correct in 2016 should be
changed now. We therefore ask you to vote against Option A so that the
integrity of the Parish, which you voted for in 2016, is maintained.
The question therefore is it right that a Parish should be divided in two for the
purposes of the new combined council?
Question 2 from Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish Council:
Good Evening Mr Mayor and Councillors. My name is Peter Langdon and I am
currently Vice Chairman of Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish Council
Initially I would like to point out some inaccuracies in the submissions made by
various bodies representing Moreton Hall. Namely
a) Lady Miriam Way and Rougham Tower Avenue are not country roads. In
fact they are probably more significant than most roads within Moreton
Hall
b) All bar one of the roads from the new estate enter Mount Road and there
is no direct road access into Moreton Hall by road except from Mount Road
and Rougham Tower Avenue.
c) If there is congestion at junction 44 I would suggest that the residents of
Moreton Hall consider using junction 45 in Rougham.
d) There are considerable number of footpaths and cycle-ways with this
Parish and to suggest otherwise is totally inaccurate
e) The Flying Fortress is scheduled to be re-opened in 2019 which will attract
considerable support from Moreton Hall residents within the vicinity and
beyond
f) Rougham Post Office might be three miles away, but under the next
phases of the Taylor Wimpey development there will be at least one shop
built which again will attract nearby residents from Moreton Hall
g) There are restaurants and cafes in the Parish and more are planned just
off Junction 45
h) Rougham Airfield, which is a designated recreation area, and Rougham
Tower are in the Parish and attract residents from Moreton Hall and
beyond
In other words it works both ways as residents from Rougham will use Moreton
Hall and Bury St Edmunds just as residents from Moreton Hall and Bury St
Edmunds will use the facilities within Rougham.
As Ian has already stated we cannot see that there has been any change, at all,
in circumstances that justifies the splitting of this Parish and destroying its
integrity. As an aside I would ask that if Option A is accepted will both
Councillors from Moreton Hall be prepared to attend the Parish Council meetings
and report on the benefits that have accrued to the area they represent within
the Parish? That is not the question.
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We accept that our submission needs refining and this will be done within the
next fortnight so that it complies with the guidelines laid down and no councillor
has represent the 28.5 electors our proposal suggests.
I would remind the Councillors that all the residents, with the exception of 3, of
the North Ward that we could contact - around 90% of the properties - signed
the petition that they wanted to remain in our Parish for representation within
the new combined council.
The question I therefore put to the Borough Council is why is the Borough
Council even considering an option which denies these residents the
representation they have requested?
Question from Moreton Hall Residents Association:
Councillor Cliff Hind, Chair of the Moreton Hall made the following comments:
-

Moreton Hall Residents Association strongly objects to splitting the
existing Moreton Hall ward into two
Opinion that the new homes in the parish of Rougham should be in a
Moreton Hall ward for the following reasons:
o The Rougham village is three miles away from the new
development on the other side of the A14 by way of country road
and with no facility to get there by footpath or cycle path.
o The residents of the new homes will visit the ‘community hub’ at
Lawson Place which is on the Moreton Hall
o The new homes will have a shared interest with the other homes on
the Moreton Hall and should be represented by the Moreton Hall
Residents Association on community issues
o By splitting the Moreton Hall into two you lose the cohesion to
represent all issues that are specific for Moreton Hall rather than for
Eastgate
o Proposal for the 3-member Moreton Hall ward at option 3 to be
amended as follows:
 East boundary to run along Sow Lane
 West boundary to run along Orttewell Road
 North boundary to run along the railway line
 South boundary to run along the A14

Response from Councillor John Griffiths, Leader of St Edmundsbury
Borough Council:
Ian, Peter and Cliff, thank you for coming to speak on the electoral review item
today and for your engagement with the ward review process so far.
As you know, the Local Government Boundary Commission will determine the
new West Suffolk warding pattern and their work will be informed by the options
that we are discussing today and the proposals that are submitted from other
interested parties.
The Boundary Commission has encouraged us to put in as many options as
possible which is why there are a number of options in tonight’s papers. With
regard to the options for Rushbrooke with Rougham and Moreton Hall we have
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received strong cases from both sides which is why all of the options that we
consulted on have been included in tonight’s papers for discussion. Your
consultation responses have been included in full in tonight’s papers and will also
be sent in full for the Boundary Commission to consider. We will also record all
of the points that you make tonight and include them as part of our submission
to the Boundary Commission.
I’d like to emphasise the point that the Boundary Commissions work to create
the boundaries for the new Council will not change the boundary between the
Bury St Edmunds parish and the Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish. The borough
council undertook a Community Governance Review throughout 2015 and 2016
which reviewed all Parish boundaries, including the boundary between
Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish and the Bury St Edmunds parish, and these
proposals were signed off by the Council. There are no plans in place to revisit
this parish boundary.
However, the Boundary Commission has advised us that, where required, they
will recommend a district ward which splits a parish that is not warded or has
different parish ward boundaries. In this event they will recommend that parish
wards are changed or created so that they are coterminous with the district
wards. We have seen how this can work in the Pakenham and Bardwell borough
wards as the parish of Honington crosses this boundary. And as you will see
from tonight’s papers, this is something that the Honington and Troston
communities wish to retain because the boundary reflects community identity
and effective local government.
Given the strong arguments put forward by the communities of Rushbrooke with
Rougham Parish and Moreton Hall I feel it’s only right that we submit all of the
options to the Boundary Commission so that they can test the community
identity and effect local government criteria as part of their work to develop
wards for consultation during the summer. I’d like to thank you all for attending
and I hope you will stay for the electoral review discussion, which is item 8 on
the agenda.
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2. Summary of comments made at the Council meeting of St
Edmundsbury Borough Council on 24 April:
Councillor Mary Evans, Hundon ward member:
- Option A and Option B:
o Wixoe Parish Meeting voted to oppose any move to link it to
Kedington as they have no connections and feel they will be
forgotten in the larger ward.
o Wixoe Parish should be in another ward with justification on
community identity grounds
o Hundon Parish want to be better placed in a ward with Barnardiston
o There is no link between Barnadiston and Withersfield.
o Dalham, Lidgate and Ousden all look to Newmarket, not BSE so
why are they in a ward option with the Chedburgh and Chevington
parishes.
Councillor Sara Mildmay-White, Rougham ward member:
- Option A:
o The new homes in the Rougham parish (North ward) are being built
in the countryside, in Rougham, not in the town. The Rougham
Parish Council and a rural ward are best placed to respect that.
 Note that this was followed up with a written submission. See
below.
Councillor Peter Stevens, Cavendish ward member:
- Strongly in favour of the Cavendish ward in option A as it reflects natural
spread of villages, north-to-south to BSE. Not supportive of A2.
Councillor Rebecca Hopfensperger, Fornham ward member:
- The Fornham parishes have conflicting views but all agree the name
should be Fornhams and Great Barton. Would want to ensure concerns
are addressed regarding the change in representation from single member
ward to a two member ward.
- Concerned that the public consultation on the options was too short.
Councillor Karen Richardson, Kedington ward member:
- Kedington is a large village, no connection to Wixoe and Stoke-byClare. Better connected to the Wrattings.
o Note that this was followed up by email, see below.
- Would prefer single member wards in the rural area.
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3. Summary of comments made at the Council meeting of Forest Heath
District Council on 25 April:
Councillor David Palmer and Councillor Victor Lukaniuk, Brandon West ward
members and Councillor Peter Ridgewell, Brandon East ward member:
- Concerned that Brandon was seeing a councillor reduction of 40% and
that this would have an impact on the locality budgets available for
Brandon post-2019.
Councillor David Bowman, Eriswell and the Rows ward member:
- Happy that two options were being put forward for Mildenhall.
Councillor Andy Drummond, St Mary’s ward member:
- Preferred option L for Newmarket because it better reflects the existing
wards and two member wards provide better representation in an urban
area. Also prefers the use of historic names instead of compass points.
o Councillor Ruth Allen, Severals ward member, Councillor Stephen
Edwards, St Mary’s ward member and Councillor Appleby, Severals
Ward member all agreed with the above.
Councillor Simon Cole, Exning ward member:
- Preferred option K for Newmarket because single member wards provide
better accountability.
Councillor Carol Lynch, Red Lodge ward member:
- Residents identify with structures on the ground and therefore ward
names should reflect this.
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4. Comments submitted on the final options by members of Forest
Heath and St Edmundsbury councils:
LGBCE submission from Cllr Sara Mildmay-White councillor for Rougham
Ward
I have lived in Rougham for 40 years and represented the Rougham Ward as
Borough Councillor for 20 years. I have experienced one boundary review which
brought Stanningfield and Bradfield Combust into the Rougham Ward. This took
a while to settle down but has been a very happy relationship despite Bradfield
Combust and Stanningfield having little local connection to Rougham. During
that time, I have seen the original boundary of Rougham Parish moved
significantly to accommodate housing and business growth, with Eldo Farmhouse
being demolished and farmland sold to develop Moreton Hall.
I would like to make the following points regarding this latest review.
In 2016 the Borough Council approved a decision for the boundary of Rougham
Parish to extend along Lady Miriam Way down to the A14 and run along the
railway line to the North down to Fishwick Corner, bringing a few houses from
Great Barton into Rougham Parish at those residents’ request. This decision
supported the wishes of Rougham residents who were quite clear that whilst
they understood and were generally supportive of the need to accommodate
future housing and employment land in Rougham Parish, they placed great
importance on maintaining the history and integrity of Rougham Parish together
with that of Rougham Airfield and Rougham Estate, thus establishing a clear
boundary between Bury St Edmunds and Rougham. This also supported the
wish for people to recognise that Lark Grange and future housing development,
Sybil Andrew’s academy, together with the Suffolk Business Park are being built
in the countryside in Rougham, and not pretend it is in Bury St Edmunds.
Electoral Equality
Electoral parity could be achieved with the Rougham ward consisting of
Rusbrooke with Rougham 1536 Bradfield st George 328 and Bradfield St Clare
122 total 1953 this allows for the inclusion of Lark Grange and further phases of
development up to 500 new properties.
This leaves the neighbouring ward of total number 1953 consisting of Great and
Little Welnetham Bradfield Combust with Stanningfield, Whepstead and Hawsted
who all have a greater connectivity either with joint parish councils or physical
connection along the A134 and local roads to the South and into Bury St
Edmunds which all view as their local town.
Effective and convenient local government
Rougham Parish Council have already agreed to the warding of the Parish to
encompass the new homes and created a North Ward which will be represented
by 2 Parish councillors with more to be added as the development phases of up
to 500 houses progresses. The Flying Fortress Public House which has long had
links to Rougham and the Airfield is due to be refurbished and opened in the
2019/20. This could make a convenient place to hold alternate parish council
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meetings. Bradfield St George and Bradfield St Clare both have separate parish
councils
Community identities and interests
Bradfield St George and Bradfield St Clare both have links to Rougham through
traditional family agricultural holdings. In addition, with no local facilities they
use Rougham Post office and shop. Access to the A14 for both villages takes
them through Rougham.
Lark Grange and the future phased developments obviously, as yet, have no
community identity and Rougham Parish council have made a welcome news
pack which is delivered to each new resident. In addition our Parish Chairman
has visited the residents and explained the parish, warding arrangement and the
LGBC review.
The new housing has been planned by the Borough to go hand in hand with the
development of the Suffolk Business Park and Sybil Andrews Academy. Great
thought went into ensuring the cycle paths and footpaths were linked to existing
Rougham paths so people could cycle/walk to school and work at the Rougham
industrial estate or the Suffolk Business Park.
Links between Sybil Andrews Academy and Rougham Tower Association have
been made to give history a local connection.
Skyliner Sports Centre at Rougham Tower Avenue was planned to encompass
facilities not only for the school but for the wider community of Rougham,
Moreton Hall and beyond. With further facilities in Rougham Parish under
discussion for the future.
Blackthorpe Barn is a wonderful resource for the village with Christmas craft
weekends and Christmas trees in addition to advertising circular walks around
the village. Cultural events also take place and the owner of Rougham Estates
gives talks about the history of Rougham.
Rougham Airfield is designated as recreation area in our vision 2013 document
and this provides a great recreational area for the new residents and brings all
our community together with a variety of events and clubs for instance a kite
flying club. Rougham Tower Association museum is run by local volunteers,
many from Rougham. It is an important part of WW2 history and a great local
resource.
Rougham Sports Hall, cricket club and table tennis club welcome new members.
Moreton Hall residents have long campaigned against further housing
development citing traffic congestion and over development. Highways England
have acknowledged that junction 44 on the A14 is at capacity. The
improvements to junction 45 together with the Eastern relief road running
through Rougham were planned to alleviate this situation and ensure that
Suffolk Business Park and Rougham industrial estate together with the new
housing all had excellent connectivity to the A14 and thus to the main area of
the village with its Parish Church, public house and post office and village school.
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In conclusion, new residents at Lark Grange are in the enviable position of being
able to take advantage of the wonderful countryside and network of footpaths
and cycle ways linking them to Rougham as well as the option for a more
suburban walk into Bury St Edmunds. A wide variety of clubs and facilities are
open to them throughout the village. I welcome this new development providing
much needed homes for our community and wish it to remain as an integral part
of Rougham and be represented by a Rougham Borough Councillor.
www.rctam94th.co.uk
www.roughamestatetrust.org
www.rushbrookewithrougham.suffolk.cloud
www.bradfieldstgeorge.suffolk.cloud
www.bradfieldstclare.suffolk.cloud
Sara Mildmay White
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Councillor Trevor Beckwith, Moreton Hall ward member:
I’ve lived at Moreton Hall since 1978 and represented it at borough and/or county level for 23 years.
Similarly, with Eastgate for 17 years.
Although the early homes at Moreton Hall were initially in the Eastgate Ward, the rapid expansion
soon justified the creation of a separate ward. This was straightforward as Moreton Hall has clearly
defined boundaries with the railway to the north, the A14 to the west and south and Rougham
airfield to the east. There was, and remains, one important difference between the wards; One is long
established with its name reflecting an historic entrance to the town and the other, a very large new
housing estate alongside the expanding Suffolk Park.
The priority for any review must be to benefit communities and preserve their identities. Indeed, the
Leader’s Forward in council policy documents always says councils will represent and support
communities; not divide them.
The requirement for so-called equal representation loses credibility in two or three-member wards
anyway, particularly if there is diverse political representation (demonstrated last night re Senior Pay
vote; Beckwith against, Warby and Thompson for).
The BCE guidance should be treated just as guidance for good reason. Over many years, government
guidance on housing densities and parking standards was applied without challenge. It was wrong
and has now been changed but it’s too late to prevent crammed in housing with inadequate parking.
Nobody accountable, no responsibility; everyone moves on while the community is left with the
consequences.
We’re told that the options for the council wards “reflect, as far as possible, the interests and
identities of communities.” These proposals do not because Eastgate is urban, Moreton Hall
is suburban and Rougham is rural. That alone is reason not to mix them. Their communities
have little in common, so their identities must not be compromised just to conform. Eastgate and
Moreton Hall wards each have their own thriving residents’ association with an in-depth knowledge
of issues local to their community. There are, of course, other clubs and organisations specific to
where people live.
As far back as the 1970’s, the council designated Lawson Place as the village centre as part of the
concept of creating a village identity. Despite the subsequent growth, there principle of local identity
should remain. It’s not essential to be rural to belong; to have identity.
The options for Eastgate and Moreton Hall show a total of four members which is the same total
as the current position. The proposal to distribute two in each ward just to satisfy the contrived
new boundaries is simply wrong, particularly as the guidance accepts three-member wards.
There is no justification in changing the boundaries of the Eastgate or Moreton Hall wards and I
question why, when local government has so many challenges, energy is expended trying to
create a black and white situation in a grey world. Lines on a map that divide communities is
unacceptable.
Leave us alone.
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Email from Councillor Terry Clements, Horringer & Whelnetham ward member
Summary of points made:
-

-

-

-

-

Spoken to Horringer and the Whelnetham’s Parish Councils and to people
in Nowton and others not on Parish Councils. The view is that change
should be minimal.
Do not agree with two member wards in general as you get the worst of
both worlds. Either Councillor double accounting or both totally missing
any responsibility. Plus we want more new young Councillors then they
are going to find it difficult to cope with work and cover the larger areas
especially in rural wards. Told that the option would be to have joint
Parish Council meetings”. Answer to that get real Parish Councils have
lives to and might be persuaded to attend in their village but most of
them will not tolerate extra meetings. In addition some parishes although
next to each other don’t talk to each other anyway, in the extreme they
hate each other.
Regarding Horringer and Whelnethams. Tenuous link of Nowton if
Hawstead is included as per option A than it would make more sense to
the ward. Two of the routes into Bury are along the A134 Sudbury and
often cars go via Nowton. The other is from Lawshall through Hawstead
into Nowton again then into Bury. Bringing Hawstead into the ward would
help making a stronger joint view.
The main point is there is a list of options and the numbers add up.
Rougham/Moreton Hall is difficult in changing that affects every boundary.
This review cannot be future proofed however strong Vision 2031 is.
Taking Nowton and putting it into Rushbrooke and Rougham is one that
makes numbers stack up for only one area and would have a knock on
affect to all other wards. I would also say the same about putting Westley
with Horringer and the knock on affect that would have.
In all other areas the view needs to be taken that villages are villages and
towns are towns and in West Suffolk they value this to the extent of
wanting definite buffer zones between them and new developments.

Appendix B1 – Comments on final options considered by Forest Heath and St Edmundsbury councils

Councillor Sarah Broughton, Great Barton ward member

Appendix B1 – Comments on final options considered by Forest Heath and St Edmundsbury councils
Councillor Karen Richardson, Kedington ward member

Appendix B1 – Comments on final options considered by Forest Heath and St Edmundsbury councils
Email from Councillor Clive Pollington, Wickhambrook ward member:

“The review for Wickhambrook would be better served with Option A2 this is my opinion as Ward
Councillor.”

Email from Councillor David Nettleton, Risbygate ward member
Suggested change:

“The 3 ward name changes to F + F1 are:-

Linnet reverts to Westgate: Hardwick Heath reverts to Southgate and St
Nicholas becomes Eastgate.

None of them make any sense but few voters in Bury know the names of the
wards they live in.”

Appendix B1 – Comments on final options considered by Forest Heath and St Edmundsbury councils

Councillor Clive Springett, Minden ward member

Appendix B1 – Comments on final options considered by Forest Heath and St Edmundsbury councils

Councillor Frank Warby, Moreton Hall ward member

Electorate forecast for West Suffolk Councils – methodology and
assumptions
Development of alternative methodology
1.
West Suffolk Councils have developed an alternative methodology for
forecasting electorate size because the particular characteristics of the local
population did not lend themselves to the use of the standard methodology.
2.
West Suffolk Councils host the largest population of US Visiting Forces
personnel and dependents in Europe (10-11,000 people). Over time, this has
made accurately estimating the population of Forest Heath District Council in
particular extremely challenging. One of the main challenges is accounting for
the approximately 300 babies born each year in the US hospital in Lakenheath,
whose births are registered in Suffolk, but who have usually left the UK by their
third birthday. It is also challenging to monitor the arrival and departure of
individuals who are not military personnel (e.g. contractors, spouses etc) but
who enter and leave the country repeatedly during their time here.
3.
The Councils have had extensive contact with the Office for National
Statistics over the issue of population estimates. ONS have recommended the
development of a “Special Population Adjustment” for Forest Heath, but this is
not yet in place (please see letter attached from ONS). In the meantime, in
recognition of the challenges, ONS are consulting on changes to source data and
methodological improvements for the 2016-based subnational population
projections for England, including the methodology for estimating the number of
dependents of US Foreign Armed Forces. See:

https://www.ons.gov.uk/peoplepopulationandcommunity/populationandmigration/populat
ionprojections/articles/2016basedsubnationalpopulationprojectionsforenglandchangestom
ethodologyandsourcedata/2018-01-19
4.
A further complication when considering electorate forecasting is that US
Visiting Forces personnel and dependents are not eligible to vote in district
council elections, but a high number live in private rented accommodation “off
base”. Whilst we cannot gain exact figures on this ratio, we understand that in
parts of Forest Heath in particular approximately 40-50% of residents are not
eligible to vote and therefore the average elector per property is significantly
lower than in other parts of the future District area. It is therefore essential that
accurate data are used relating to the electors:property ratios across West
Suffolk, as a universal figure would distort future growth projections.
5.
Given the above context, West Suffolk Councils have concluded that the
“standard” model would not be an appropriate methodology to use and have
developed an alternative methodology to that which uses Sub-National
Population Projections. The methodology is based on using housing growth
figures for the two council areas as the only other reliable source of data on
which population / electorate projections can be made in the area.
6.
West Suffolk is an area that has already, and will continue to experience
significant housing growth, given its location in the Cambridgeshire sub-regional
housing market, and the relative affordability of property compared to
Cambridge city and surrounding areas. A number of strategic growth sites are

already being built out, with several more to follow, and these are concentrated
in several key locations, principally on the edge of larger settlements, rather
than being spread evenly. Therefore if these are not reflected in the forecast in
a targeted manner, the new wards will not provide consistent electoral equality
even in the short-term.
7.
The alternative methodology detailed below therefore uses housing
growth data to forecast the future electorate for Forest Heath and St
Edmundsbury Councils.
8.
In forming our electorate forecasts, we have thoroughly assessed and
tested potential alternative models. Having done so, we are of the firm belief
that the model set out below provides the only realistic and reliable methodology
to calculate our forecast and as such represents the best available figure
possible.

Alternative methodology used by West
Item
Data used
Component
Baseline
Average of
electorate last three
electorate
counts
(2016, 2017
and 2018)
OR, in a
small number
of cases,
December
2017
electorate
(see note)
Projected Housing land All
electorate supply data
from FHDC
and SEBC
five year land
supply
documents;

Suffolk
Notes / assumptions
In line with the LGBCE’s model, using the average of the last three years ensures
that any increases or decreases brought about by changes in elector behaviour
(e.g. around General Elections or referendums) are smoothed out.
In the majority of polling districts, averages were calculated using the last three
years’ electorate counts for each polling district.
In a small number of cases, the average electorate for three years is considerably
below the December 2017 electorate, because of housing growth over the three
year period. In these cases (as shown in the forecast spreadsheet), we have
agreed with the LGBCE to use the December 2017 electorate.

Five year land supply documents:
Forest Heath:
https://www.westsuffolk.gov.uk/planning/Planning Policies/upload/CompleteFinal-FH-5yr-land-supply-2017.pdf
St Edmundsbury:
www.westsuffolk.gov.uk/planning/Planning Policies/upload/SEBC-2017-5yr-landsupply-and-trajectory-Combined-for-web-2.pdf
These documents are based on robust evidence to support delivery of sites and
are produced annually by the local planning authority. Landowners/developer is
asked to confirm when they expect sites to be developed, and the expected buildout rates on each site. As the Commission will be aware, the 5 year land supply
can be rigorously tested as part of planning appeals, and as such it is critical that
the work undertaken is robust, defensible and accurate. In the case of FHDC, it

has recently been submitted as evidence to the local plan inquiry and defended
by officers at the inquiry.
Plus consents
for windfall
sites (10+
units)
between 31
March 2017
and 31
December
2017

Windfall sites of 10 units or more that were granted planning permission between
31 March 2017 and 31 December 2017 were also included in the electorate
forecasting, as agreed with LGBCE, in order to enhance the accuracy and
timeliness of the forecast.

Period
covered

The five year land supply data relate to financial years, whereas the electorate
forecast methodology relates to calendar years.
The data were therefore adjusted to cover the 6 years from 1 January 2018 (the
start of the review) to 31 December 2023
This involved making the assumption that only one third of the units to be built
out in 2017/18 would be completed during the period in question; and two-thirds
of the units due to be built out in 2023-24.

Windfall sites of 10 units or more that were granted planning permission between
31 March 2017 and 31 December 2017 were also included in the electorate
forecast.
Size of
Only developments of 10 or more dwellings from the land supply documents and
developments windfall consents data have been included in the forecast. Small sites (less than
included
10) and ‘windfall’ sites from 1 January 2018 will also contribute to overall
provision (including at, as yet, unknown locations), but their impact on electorate
size and electoral equality will be small. Analysis of windfall development over the
last 5 years has been carried out, which shows that in the 70 parish areas where
small scale development or windfall development occurred, a total of 106 new
properties were built over the 5 year period. This represents an average addition
of 2 electors per polling district, which is considered to be such a small increase

that the most appropriate assumption is one of zero growth across the polling
districts that lie outside the planned growth sites.
Proportion of Factors of 0.8 (FHDC) and 0.7 (SEBC) have been applied to the number of new
new
dwellings in the Five Year Land Supply dataset that will be brought forward during
developments the period in question, in order to offset the assumptions used in the Five Year
included
Land Supply calculations that supply should be boosted in the 5 year period by
building in a buffer (5% or 20%).
Electors per
It has been assumed that the existing rates of electors per dwelling (at 2018) in
dwelling
each polling district will continue to apply to new developments. Individual polling
district ratios were used, as opposed to an overall ratio for West Suffolk or each
district, in order to take account of the US Visiting Forces population in the area.
Thus, in areas close to the US Air bases, or that are particularly popular with
USVF personnel and their families, low ratios apply. The patterns of occupation of
properties by USVF are so locality-specific that this approach is essential. The
elector ratios were checked by eye by council officers, on a locality by locality
basis, in order to ensure they accorded with local knowledge of the communities
in question.
Displacement It is recognised that some of the housing in the new developments in West
of individuals Suffolk will be occupied by individuals moving out of properties within existing
from existing settlements. For example, a young couple may stop living with a parent and
properties to
move into a new property, thereby reducing the number of electors per
new
household in the original home. Similarly, a one person household may form as
developments the result of a divorce, and occupy a property in a new development. As such, the
increase in electorate may not be as high as forecast by using a multiplier of
dwelling numbers. On the other hand, it is anticipated that any decrease in
electorate in the “sending” communities will quickly be rebalanced by increased
in-migration that is likely to occur to West Suffolk due to the relative affordability
of properties compared to Cambridge, London and the wider South East.
Further, the need for new dwellings identified in the Strategic Housing Market
Assessment, already takes account of the demographic factors outlined above.
No further displacement considerations were therefore applied to the data.

Councillor T Beckwith

Local Government Boundary Commission for England
West Suffolk Council - Ward Boundary Review
Eastgate and Moreton Hall Wards, Bury St Edmunds
Moreton Hall is a large residential estate bordered by Suffolk Retail Park/Suffolk Park.
Eastgate is a smaller ward situated between Moreton Hall and the town of Bury St Edmunds.
I have lived on the estate since its beginning in the 1970s and represented it as a borough
and/or county councillor for twenty-three years. I have similarly represented Eastgate for
seventeen years.
Although the early homes at Moreton Hall were initially included in the Eastgate Ward, the
rapid expansion soon justified the creation of a separate ward. This was straightforward as
Moreton Hall has clearly defined boundaries;
The railway to the north.
The A14 trunk road to the west and south.
Lady Miriam Way to the east.
Eastgate Street provides a logical division between the two wards as the entrance to the urban
environment.
There was, and remains, one important difference between the wards;
Eastgate is long established with its name reflecting the historic entrance to the town
and a townscape of predominantly traditional terraced housing.
Moreton Hall, is a very large modern housing estate alongside, but separated from,
retail and commercial outlets.
The priority for any council involved in a review of ward boundaries must be to benefit
communities and preserve their identities. Indeed, the Borough Council Leader’s Forward in
all council policy documents always states that the council will represent and support
communities; not divide them.
The Borough Council state that their options for the council wards “reflect, as far as
possible, the interests and identities of communities.” With regard to the eastern side of
the town, they do not because Eastgate is urban, Moreton Hall is suburban and
Rougham is rural. That alone is reason not to mix them but there are additional reasons.
The Eastgate and Moreton Hall communities have little in common, so their identities
must not be compromised. Each ward has its own thriving residents’ association with an indepth knowledge of issues local to their community. I was instrumental in setting up both to
ensure each had a community voice, similar to rural Parish Councils.
Additionally, as an advocate of community representation, I canvassed Moreton Hall
residents with a view to creating our own Parish. Although the response was modest, over

eighty percent of respondents were in favour. Despite this, and despite the proposal
according with government policy, Bury Town Council saw a threat to their income and
opposed it. St Edmundsbury Borough Council subsequently refused to progress the proposal.
Moreton Hall
To help understand the impact that would result from dividing Moreton Hall, it is worth
reflecting on its relatively brief history.
In the mid 1970’s, the council designated Lawson Place as the Moreton Hall “village centre”
to support the concept of creating a village identity. Despite the subsequent growth, their
principle of local identity has prevailed. The village centre gives a real sense of place and
shows that it is not essential to be rural to belong; to have identity. Having grown along with
the housing expansion, it now comprises;
Church
Convenience Store
Pharmacy
Dental Practice

Community Centre
Public House
Fast food outlet
Osteopaths

GP Surgery
Post Office
Hairdressers
Coffee Shop.

Moreton Hall has two primary schools and the Sybil Andrews Academy, the latter located in
Rougham but serving upper school pupils from the estate.
Moreton Hall has several thriving sports clubs with football teams catering for all ages and a
custom-built youth building.
The Moreton Hall Community Centre is a particular success, operated voluntarily by local
residents catering for numerous clubs and associations. The centre will soon be upgraded and
possibly extended using Section 106 funding from the 500 new dwellings under construction
at Mount Road (Lark Grange). At the planning stage, it was agreed with developers that a
new satellite centre close to the new housing would not be manageable with a preference that
funding should go into the much-needed upgrade at the existing centre to serve the whole of
Moreton Hall.
Additionally, Suffolk County Council are proposing to install a library outlet in the
community centre.
Moreton Hall has three times the population of the Borough’s third largest town (Clare).
Eastgate
Eastgate Ward has a different but important identity established over many years as an
integral part of our historic town.
It borders the Abbey Gardens and contains several historic sites such as Ram Meadow, the
15-acre Leg of Mutton land (thankfully preserved by the Planning Inspector overturning
council proposals to develop on the site), the 14th century Abbots Bridge over the River Lark
and several notable buildings situated within the rows of terraced properties.

Although there are areas of infill development on former brownfield sites, the largest being at
Cotton Lane and East Close, the ward does not suffer the issues associated with mass house
building. Eastgate residents have dealt with several threats to their neighbourhood over the
years and working with their community association, have seen off some extremely
inappropriate planning applications, notably a proposed to build a cement works backing onto
residential Eastgate Street.
LGBCE guidance should be treated as guidance for good reason. Over many years,
government guidance on housing densities and parking standards was rigidly applied by St
Edmundsbury Borough Council and Suffolk County Council without challenge. It has now
been changed but it is too late to prevent areas of crammed-in housing with inadequate
parking. Nobody is held accountable, nobody takes responsibility; everyone moves on while
the community is left with the consequences.
The Council’s options for Eastgate and Moreton Hall show a total of four councillors
which is the same total as the current arrangement. The proposal to distribute two to each
ward just to satisfy the contrived new boundaries is wrong, particularly as the LGBCE
guidance accepts three-member wards. The requirement for equal representation loses
credibility in two or three-member wards, particularly if there is diverse political
representation. No amount of legislation will ensure equal representation and preserve
community identity.
There is no justification in changing the boundaries of the Eastgate or Moreton Hall
wards and I question why, when local government has so many challenges and so little
money, energy is expended trying to create a black and white situation in a grey world.
Arbitrary lines on a map to divide communities cannot be justified. Having spent twentythree years helping build a sense of place, I urge the LGBCE to support the progress the
communities have made by retaining the two wards without change that is neither
necessary, logical or wanted.

Councillor Trevor Beckwith
Eastgate and Moreton Hall Division
Suffolk County Council
Moreton Hall Ward
St Edmundsbury Borough Council

Councillor D Nettleton

Boundary Review 2018 – West Suffolk Council
Submission by David Nettleton
Although the number of councillors is recommended to fall by 8, from 72 to 64,
necessitating changes to ward boundaries, the transition should be as smooth as can
be made possible. With any new venture there is always the temptation to start with a
blank sheet of paper – the dreaded ‘fresh start’. I have resisted this and, instead,
opted to make alterations to ward boundaries only where it couldn’t be avoided.
The ideal situation in a 64-member council would be 32 wards, each represented by 2
councillors. This gives the electors and other residents a choice. They may prefer one
councillor over another when they need help. In a single member ward, they have no
choice. That member may have been elected on a minority vote. In addition, in a onemember ward, the councillor may take a break or holiday, or be unwell for a long
period but able to attend meetings occasionally in order to avoid disqualification.
A two-member ward works well in an urban area but can be less successful in the
rural hinterland. This is due to the vast areas which a rural member has to cover in
what is usually a sparsely populated ward. I have, therefore, framed my proposal
around two-member wards in urban locations and one-member wards in the
countryside. As always, there are exceptions to this rule based on local circumstances
and geography. The outcome is 19x2 member wards and 26x1 member wards,
reflecting the rural nature of West Suffolk. This is a total of 45 wards. Currently,
there are 31 wards in St Edmundsbury and 14 in Forest Heath, also a total of 45.
Methodology
I started with Withersfield Ward in the bottom left-hand corner and moved up the
county boundary, adding Lidgate and Ousden. Both Great Wratting and Little
Wratting were transferred to Kedington Ward, which was already linked with
Barnardiston. These two wards form an arc around Haverhill.
Hundon is a large parish with 858 electors. It deserves to remain a lead parish.
Stoke-by-Clare, Stradishall and Wixoe stay linked: Stansfield and Denston are added.
Poslingford is added to Clare: Cavendish retains Brockley and Hawkedon and
acquires Chedburgh, Debden and Rede to compensate for the loss of Denston,
Poslingford and Stansfield.
Wickhambrook retains its link with Hargrave and becomes a cross-border ward as
Gazeley and Dalham are added from Forest Heath. Barrow and Denham also cross
the imaginary line to join forces with Tuddenham, Higham and Cavenham.
Horringer was a lead parish until being linked with Whelnetham in 2003. It didn’t
feel right at the time. This proposal restores both Horringer as lead parishes in their
own right. The ten parishes south of the railway line with the highest electorate are
all lead parishes.
The land east of Lady Miriam Way has always been in Rougham, never in Bury St
Edmunds. The is a consultation pending in 2021 when at least half of the 500 new

homes are occupied to see if a majority want to transfer to Bury St Edmunds.
Possession is nine-tenths of the law. The status quo should always apply until
circumstances dictate otherwise.
The northern rural area was a more difficult challenge. After trying several
permutations it dawned on me that by joining Great Barton to the three Fornham
villages to form a two-member ward, and adding Icklingham to the Risby Ward, the
other five wards could remain unaltered. The parish councils in Great Barton,
Fornham St Martin and Fornham All Saints were united recently in opposing a waste
transfer station at Hollow Road Farm. Ward Members Sarah Broughton and Rebecca
Hopfensperger also worked together to resist this application.
The original plan for Bury St Edmunds (see email attachment) proposed 16 members
in 11 wards to replace 17 members in 9 wards. This included annexing the north
ward of the Rushbrooke with Rougham parish in disregard of a borough council
resolution to the contrary and calling it the ‘newer part of Moreton Hall’.
Following a meeting with officers, I submitted a draft alternative which eventually
became known as Option F. I suggested amendments to improve Option F and
subsequently proposed adopting existing ward names in 6 of the 8 wards to avoid the
possibility of confusing councillors. This is despite the fact that Westgate Street isn’t
in Westgate Ward, Southgate Street isn’t in Southgate Ward ( both have been in
Abbeygate Ward for years) Northgate Street is in Eastgate Ward (another
longstanding tradition) and Out Northgate is in Risbygate Ward. The original town
gates were destroyed over 200 years ago to make way for the smooth transition of
horse-drawn carriages – all except the magnificent Abbeygate.
Option E and E1 were prepared by officers at the same time – E1 being marginally
less awful than E. Option F is superior to both for the following reasons:Option F follows the line of the Town centre Masterplan along Tayfen Road whereas
Options E and E1 deviate off behind Etna Road, Ramplin Close and Out Northgate
and across Station Hill – none of which are included in the Masterplan – before rejoining Tayfen Road at the foot of the hill by the Beerhouse PH. Both E and F are
together heading west before turning north into Springfield Road, Spring Lane and
following the tarmacked pedestrian and cycle path across Tayfen Meadows.
Part way along this path, Option E1 lurches to the left behind Grove Park, emerging
in Out Risbygate and heading west before turning east again along Beetons Path, the
current ward boundary between Risbygate and Minden wards. The line follows on
down Beetons Way until re-joining Option F where the pedestrian and cycle path
emerges. The strange fact about this detour is that there is only one residential
property – the caretaker’s bungalow in the grounds of King Edward’s School – where
there are electors. Why doesn’t it stay on the Tayfen Meadows pedestrian and cycle
path like Option F.
Although E and F are briefly united for a short stretch of Beetons Way, E dives off
again along Anglian Lane – no electors – before heading north along a dirt track
behind County Upper and St Benedict’s RC School, putting both in the St Olaves
Ward. The trouble here is that Howard Primary pupils now move on to King

Edward’s not County Upper, which spearheads the Bury All-Through Trust. Tollgate
Primary is also in the Trust but E has this primary school in the neighbouring ward.
It doesn’t make sense.
Although, ward names are of secondary importance, Option E1 – Northgate and
Risbygate – doesn’t include any electors with a Risbygate Street or Out Risbygate
address. Tollgate Green, Tollgate Lane, Tollgate School and the Tollgate Pub are
central to the Option F ward named Tollgate. The Gibraltar Barracks – an imposing
building at the junction of Newmarket Road/Westley Road and Out Risbygate –
houses the Suffolk Regiment Museum. This is far more important than the battle of
Minden. My proposal adopts Gibraltar rather than Minden as a ward name.
This ends Part One of my submission. I hope to submit Part Two before the deadline
of Friday 5 May 2018. Is this 5pm or midnight?

Boundary Review 2018 – Part Two – West Suffolk Council
Submission by David Nettleton
I transmitted Part One earlier today and I want to make a few further comments
about Bury St Edmunds. Although I highlighted several defects in parts of Options E
and E1, there are many other pitfalls which Option F avoids. I could list them all but
I’m conscious that I have yet to discuss Haverhill, Newmarket and the bulk of the
former Forest Heath area. Before leaving Bury, I just want to oppose a suggestion
that Moreton Hall has three members and Eastgate only one.
Since August 1992, I have lived in Cannon Street which has always been in the
Eastgate Ward. Until May 2003, it was a two-member ward. For the past fifteen years
we have had only one councillor but Moreton Hall has three. I have no choice as to
which councillor I contact as Bury members try not to interfere in other wards. I don’t
take up non-Risbygate issues myself unless agreed first by the ward member. I think,
therefore, both Eastgate and Moreton Hall should have two members each.
The main reason I submitted a third option for Haverhill (map attached in previous
email) is the Options G and H are somewhat similar and 20% of the electorate would
have only one councillor rather than two. There is now a 5x2 member alternative for
you to consider.
Both Brandon and Mildenhall have sufficient electors for 3 councillors each. This
could be a two and a one but local preference is for 3x1 member wards. It seems
logical. Lakenheath is currently a two member ward which could be split into singles.
There is little support for this option, so I’m not proposing one.
Eriswell and The Rows seems an odd title, even more so now that Beck Row has over
2,000 electors compared to less than 500 in Eriswell. West Row has now almost 1,400
electors and this large village is on its way to being classed as a small town. West
Row has recently broken away from Mildenhall and has formed its own parish
council. I think we should recognise this new status and include both Beck Row and
West Row in the name of a two-member ward.
Red Lodge is a town. It has an electorate of 3,300. Not enough for two members, so
Worlington and Freckenham are added. Barton Mills and Kentford are of similar size
on the fringes of Mildenhall. Together with Herringswell, they form a one-member
rural ward.
Newmarket was a puzzle at first until I discovered that by splitting the Severals Part
Three polling district, a single member Severals and Moulton ward could be formed.
This allows the St Mary’s Ward to keep its boundaries as now, All Saints Ward to add
Severals One and part of Severals Three to make another two-member ward. With
Studlands Park taking some of Severals Three it can remain a one-member ward.
Finally, Exning – the end of the pier show. It now has enough electors for it to retain
its identity as a single-member ward.
That’s it – I think. Please come back to me if you need any clarification.

Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish Council

Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish Council
Submission in response to proposed
new West Suffolk Council Wards

Prepared by Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish Council, May 2018
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Executive Summary
A new West Suffolk Council will replace Forest Heath District Council and St Edmundsbury
Borough Council; new council wards will be needed for this, as the number of Councillors will
be reduced from 72 to 64. Two alternative proposals affecting Rushbrooke with Rougham
have been put forward. Option A would divide the Parish, with the North Ward being included
in a redrawn Moreton Hall East Ward represented by two Councillors and the South Ward
included in a single-Councillor Rougham Ward with Bradfield Combust, Bradfield St George
and Bradfield St Clare and possibly Stanningfield. Option B would combine the Parish with
Bradfield Combust, Bradfield St George, Bradfield St Clare, Stanningfield, Great and Little
Whelnetham, Horringer, Ickworth and Nowton in a two-Councillor Ward.
Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish Council does not believe that either of these proposals
meet the needs of this rural Parish with a distinct identity and recognisable boundaries.
Option A is considered particularly unsuitable as it destroys the integrity of the Rushbrooke
with Rougham Parish Council and it is inappropriate for part of a large and mainly rural Parish
to be included as part of a suburban Ward. There is a very strong local view that the Bury St
Edmunds Town boundary should not move any further east and a fear that the Parish could
lose its identity by being absorbed into Bury St Edmunds. The Parish Council is also concerned
about the practical aspects of being included in a two-Councillor Ward.
Consequently, the Parish Council is proposing a new option, namely a single-Councillor Ward
with an electorate of 1986, based largely on the current Ward.
Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish Council proposal
Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish Council is proposing a new Ward that would include all
of the Parish of Rushbrooke with Rougham, together with the Parishes of Bradfield St Clare
and Bradfield St George

The arguments in favour of this proposal include:
•

•
•
•
•

The electorate of the Parish would be represented by one Councillor, which would
increase democracy and empower the residents, giving them a much greater say in
local affairs
This proposal creates a cohesive and identifiable Ward, easily recognisable and
maintaining the strong community links
Strong local support for maintaining the integrity of the Parish, documented by a
recent petition (120+ responses)
A real fear that the Parish could be absorbed into Bury St Edmunds and therefore lose
its distinctive identity and long history
The Parish boundary with Bury St Edmunds runs along Lady Miriam Way and along the
escarpment to the north of Lady Miriam Way to the Railway line. The Parish Council
proposes that the boundary for the new Ward should reflect these distinct borders
and not split the Parish into two parts
4

•

It is logical to maintain the existing links with Bradfield St Clare and Bradfield St
George, since these are rural Parishes with historical links to Rougham.

For these reasons, Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish Council strongly believes that the
Parish should be represented on the new West Suffolk Council by a single Councillor with
experience and knowledge of rural matters.

5

Introduction
It is proposed that Forest Heath District Council and St Edmundsbury Borough Council will be
replaced with a new West Suffolk Council; the order to create the new Council is due in
Parliament soon. New council wards will be needed for the new Council, in line with guidance
that the number of Councillors should be reduced from 72 to 64. The two existing Councils
have presented a number of initial options for the ward boundaries which are open for
consultation before submission to the Local Government Boundary Commission for England
(LGBCE) in April 2018.
Local groups, councils and the public are being encouraged to comment on the options and
are invited to put forward further suggestions.
The LGBCE will hold its own consultation over the summer and make the final decision.
Background
Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish is currently part of Rougham Ward, together with Bradfield
Combust with Stanningfield, Bradfield St Clare and Bradfield St George. The existing Ward is
represented by one Councillor on St Edmundsbury Borough Council.
The Community Governance Review (CGR) examined parish electoral arrangements in 20152016 and this led to some changes in Parish boundaries in 2017. As a result of this, and in line
with the Parish Council submission, Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish now extends to the
railway line in the north, and to Lady Miriam Way and the A43 in the west. The Parish will be
divided into North and South Wards.
It has been confirmed that the current warding review will not affect the external boundaries
of West Suffolk or the existing boundaries of any Parish or Town Council. Current Parish and
Town Council boundaries will be the building blocks to create district-level wards. It is
intended that each Councillor on the new Council will represent a similar number of electors,
approximately 2,055 people (± 10%). In some cases, this will be achieved through larger twoCouncillor wards.
It is estimated that the number of electors within Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish will
increase by 577 by 2023 and this figure needs to be taken into consideration.
Council proposals
The two proposals affecting Rushbrooke with Rougham put forward by Forest Heath District
Council and St Edmundsbury Borough Council are:
•

Option A: Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish Council North Ward would be included in
the redrawn Moreton Hall East Ward and represented by two Councillors on the new
combined Council. Rushbrooke with Rougham South Ward would be incorporated into
a single-Councillor Rougham Ward comprising also Bradfield Combust, Bradfield St
George and Bradfield St Clare and possibly Stanningfield (Option A for Rural Wards
and Option E for Bury St Edmunds and surrounding Parishes).
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•

Option B: The whole of Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish along with Bradfield
Combust, Bradfield St George, Bradfield St Clare, Stanningfield, Great and Little
Whelnetham, Horringer, Ickworth and Nowton would form a two-Councillor Ward
(Option B for Rural Wards and Option E1 and F for Bury St Edmunds and surrounding
Parishes)

Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish Council proposal
Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish Council does not believe that either of these proposals
meets the needs of this rural Parish with a distinct identity and recognisable boundaries.
Option A is considered particularly unsuitable as it destroys the integrity of the Rushbrooke
with Rougham Parish Council. Moreover it is inappropriate for part of a large and mainly rural
Parish to be included as part of a suburban Ward within Bury St Edmunds Town Council. The
effect of Option A would be that the Parish’s electorate would be represented by two
Councillors from Moreton Hall East Ward and one from Rougham Ward. It would be
incumbent on the Moreton Hall East Councillors to report to the Parish Council on what the
new combined West Suffolk Council is achieving for that area.
There is a very strong local view that the Bury St Edmunds town boundary should not move
any further east and a fear that the Parish could lose its identity by being absorbed into Bury
St Edmunds. The Parish Council is also concerned about the practical aspects of being included
in a two-Councillor Ward.
Within Options A and B, there is no other rural Parish that is split, with the electors of one
part being represented by another Ward representing more than one Parish or Town Council
such as that proposed within Option A.
Consequently, the Parish Council is proposing a new option, namely a single-Councillor Ward
with an electorate of 1986, based largely on the current Ward:
•

This new Ward would include all of the Parish of Rushbrooke with Rougham,
together with the Parishes of Bradfield St Clare and Bradfield St George (Appendix
A)

Rationale for new proposal
The electorate of the Parish would be represented by one Councillor, which would increase
democracy and empower the residents, giving them a greater say in local affairs. If the Parish’s
North Ward were combined with the Moreton Hall East Ward, the North Ward electors would
comprise only 14.5% of the total electorate of that Ward and would therefore have little
influence in local issues affecting them. Although the Parish will be divided into two Wards
from 2019, this is intended to ensure that residents north of the A14 will be fully represented
on the Parish Council and should not be regarded as a precedent for split representation on
the new West Suffolk Council. In connection with this, residents were asked their opinions
about proposals to divide the Parish between Wards and there was overwhelming support
for maintaining the Parish as a single entity on the West Suffolk Council. A total of 121
supportive responses were received to our petition at the end of March. These included 80
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returns from the South Ward and 41 from the North Ward, of which 17 came from the new
housing development.
In the Parish Council’s submission for the Community Governance Review, it was emphasised
that there was a real fear that the Parish of Rushbrooke with Rougham could be absorbed
into Bury St Edmunds and therefore lose its distinctive identity and long history. The Parish
boundary was moved eastwards with the previous expansion of Moreton Hall and there is a
strong feeling that there should be no further eastward movement.
The Parish Council accepts that emotion cannot be the only argument against dividing the
Parish. The practical reasons why the area of Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish Council should
be maintained as one unit under the new combined Council are set out below.
The residents of the Parish are proud of the long history of Rougham and Rushbrooke villages
with some families tracing their histories back for centuries. The most recent history of this
whole area is inextricably linked with the WW2 United States Army Air Force (USAAF)
Rougham Airfield. A strong letter of support from Rougham Tower Association is attached at
Appendix B; the members feel very strongly that the Tower and Airfield belong in Rougham
North Ward and should not be subsumed into Bury St Edmunds.
The Parish boundary with Bury St Edmunds runs along Lady Miriam Way and along the
escarpment to the north of Lady Miriam Way to the Railway line. The Parish Council proposes
that the boundary for the new Ward should reflect these distinct borders and not split the
Parish into two parts.
The proposed Ward would be a distinct and recognisable community, as shown by the
following:
•
•

•

•
•

•

The northern part of Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish has an incontrovertible link
with Rougham, because of the history of the USAAF airbase at Rougham
The roads in Lark Grange (the Taylor Wimpey development to the north of the Parish)
are named either after US airmen who served with distinction or after the aircraft
flown from Rougham airfield during the Second World War. A plaque will be placed
on each road sign explaining how the name originated, thus encouraging a feeling of
connection to the past history of Rougham
It is logical to maintain the existing links with Bradfield St Clare and Bradfield St
George, since these are rural Parishes, with historical and amenity links to Rougham –
letters of support from both Parish Councils are attached under Appendix B
The road layout also reinforces the natural affinity between these villages, as Junction
45 of the A14 serves all of them
Many residents of all these villages use facilities in Rougham, specifically Rougham
shop and Post Office, along with the Bennet Arms following the closure of the Fox and
Hounds in Bradfield St George
Bradfield and Rougham Baptist Church is on the boundary of Rougham and Bradfield
St George and offers a wide range of community activities to residents of all three
villages
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•

•
•
•

•

•
•

The Parish has four main residential areas Kingshall Street, Mouse
Lane/Newthorpe/Rushbrooke and the new Taylor Wimpey development, so it is rural
with semi-urban pockets of residential properties
Bury St Edmunds has no historical or other links to the area to the east of Lady Miriam
Way
There are a significant number of footpaths and cycle ways within the Parish
The Flying Fortress is scheduled to be re-opened in 2019 which will serve not only
Rougham residents, but will also attract considerable support from Moreton Hall
residents within the vicinity and beyond
Rougham Post Office might be three miles away from the Taylor Wimpey
development, but under the next phases of the development there will be at least one
shop built, possibly a convenience store, which again will attract nearby residents
from Moreton Hall
The residents from Rougham will use Moreton Hall and Bury St Edmunds facilities just
as residents from Moreton Hall and Bury St Edmunds will use facilities in Rougham
Rougham Airfield, which is a designated recreation area, and Rougham Control Tower
are in the Parish and attract visitors from the wider Suffolk area and beyond and not
just residents of the Parish; as the name suggests the ties are with Rougham and not
Bury St Edmunds

If our submission is accepted then the entire electorate of these interconnected villages will
be represented by one Councillor. This would increase democracy and empower the
residents, giving them a greater say in local affairs.
It is understood a second proposal is being put forward by Councillor Nettleton which
restructures almost all the rural areas, as a result of which no Ward would be larger or smaller
than the recommended electorate, i.e. 2,055 ± 10%. This proposal includes Rushbrooke with
Rougham, Bradfield St George and Bradfield St Clare as one Ward and would be supported by
the Parish Council.
Conclusions
For the reasons listed above, Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish Council strongly believes that
the whole Parish in its entirety should be represented on the new West Suffolk Council by a
single Councillor with experience and knowledge of rural matters. It is proposed that the
Ward should consist of Rushbrooke with Rougham, Bradfield St Clare and Bradfield St George,
thus maintaining the integrity of the Parish as a whole and continuing the links with two other
rural Parishes that face similar issues and challenges.
Although the Parish will be divided into two Wards, this is to ensure that the electorate living
north of the A14 had a full and inclusive representative voice on the Parish Council and hence
to bring the Parish closer together and ensure all areas had a voice. At the election in 2019
there will be two Parish Councillors representing the North Ward, rising to five when the
development is complete.
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The Parish Council is totally opposed to splitting the Parish into two as proposed under Option
A (Rural Wards) because this is divisive for a Parish with a clear and defined rural identity. It
would destroy the integrity of this Parish and result in Rougham residents being subsumed
into Bury St Edmunds Town Council. Rushbrooke with Rougham Parish Council feels strongly
that it should be represented by a one rural Councillor.
The Parish Council fully supports the proposal it has put forward and prefers this option, but
if the excess of 9.4 residents above the 10% margin is an unsurmountable obstacle that
cannot be overcome, then the Parish Council would reluctantly accept a two-councillor ward.
The Parish Council thus confirms that it would support Bury St Edmunds Options E1 and F.
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Appendix A: Proposed new Ward
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Appendix B: Letters of support
121 supportive petition responses have previously been submitted to St Edmundsbury
Borough Council.
Letters of support are included here from:
•
•
•

Rougham Tower Association
Bradfield St Clare Parish Council
Bradfield St George Parish Council
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